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From far o'er the snow-enshrouded fields,
Blust'ring, howling-he never yieldsBoreas dashes, his teeth he bares,
Defiant, o'erwhelming-e'en Zeus he dares!
Wrathful he rushes into the South,
Where skulks the Sun. In the snowy drouth
His sunbeam offshoots withered are;
He's a dull, brass disc, a Jightless star.
No more doth the robin yodle and sing,
Nor aspiring lark's loud matin ring;
Only the chirp of the brown snowbird
Searching the barren snow, is heard.
A longing for Springtime plagues my heart,
And I sigh for the ice-dammed streams to start
Out of their crystal coffins still,
To croon and babble with right good will;
And I chafe at the present of brow-furrowed Care,
And eagerly look for Joy the fair,
And hark for Redbreast's merry lay
And the lark that heralds the new-come day.
Edward A. McDonnell, '19.
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Cardinal Newman
"WHO was Newman, anyway,"father?" an intellige~t
looking young man asked.
I have often heard hts
name mentioned but know very little about him."
"Newman," the old priest answered with animation, closing his breviary, "Newman was the greatest writer England
has ever produced. He was a man whose style was as near
perfection as we have ever reached, in fine, he was an English
classic. This, however, was only a secondary accomplishment
of his. In the first place, he was a profound student, the possessor of an intellect so vast, so clear, so penetrating that his
speculations were above the grasp of the thinkers of the day.
They regarded him with suspicion, and, for this reason, failed
to give him the whole-hearted support which he deserved. He
was a man apart from the men of his day, and though he possessed all the qualities that made him an excellent companion,
and though he greatly depended upon his friends, yet he could
not enjoy that supreme pleasure of friendship which consists
in receiving knowledge and instruction from others; he was
obliged always to give, and even while giving it was necessary
for him to make endless explanations. He it was who rescued
the fathers of the Church from oblivion in England, who ably
defended the Catholic Church with word and pen. In one
word he was the greatest man among all the great men of the
nineteenth century."
The old priest now leaned back, closed his eyes and after
a moment's meditation resumed. "Cardinal Newman was born
in the city of London, Feb_ruary 21, 1801. From his father,
who was a banker, he inherited that dislike of Speculative
Metaphysics and that untiring energy which characterized
him throughout life. It is to his mother, however, Jemima
Froudinier, who was of Huguenot descent, that he owes his
familiarity and love for the bible, conceived even in the early
days of childhood. The early religious training which he received at the same gentle hands was Calvinistic in nature. A
mere boy, he already gave evidence of his future greatness.
When only fourteen years of age he published the 'Spy' and
the 'Anti Spy,' two periodicals which were intended to answer
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each other. In 1816 the 'Beholder' appeared, of which as
many as forty numbers were published. Newman was an omnivorous reader and changed his style to suit the authors he
read. Accordingly, he first imitated the elegant style of Addison, then the sonorous Ia tinity of Johnson and having perused
the twelfth volume of Gibbon, he was so carried away by it
that he did not rest until he had made an analysis of Thttcydides in Gibbon's pompous style.
"Late in the year 1816 Newman entered Trinity College,
Oxford. Here he passed through the experience of a conversion, in the Calvinistic sense, which transformed his nature
and left him not only virtuous, as he had always been, but also
religious. In 1821, becoming fellow of Oriel, he gloriously retrieved his reputation, which he had lost,' so to speak, when
he broke down in his examination for the Bachelor of Arts
degree the previous year. Elated with his success, and very
well pleased with the society with which he now came into
contact, he contemplated a secular life at Oriel. In 1824, however, he abandoned all such ambitions and entered upon a
theological career which ultimately led him into the Catholic
Church. The bent of his mind was toward intellectualism, a
direct result of the influence of Copleston, Whateley, Arnold
and others. They called everything into question; appealed to
first principles and disavowed authority as a judge in matters
intellectual. In 1826 he was made public tutor at Oriel and
became acquainted with H. Froude and Dr. Pusey. He was
made vicar of St. Mary's in 1828. ·
"This liberalistic trend of mind gave place to an element
of intolerance; but upon the death of a sister dearly loved, and
a serious illness, the religious element of his nature was deepened. At this critical time, he turned to the fathers of the
Church and conceived a deep-seated affection for them. In
1828 he began to read them systematically and to preach those
famous university sermons whereby he made Oxford feel as
though one of the early fathers had come back to earth.
"Enthralled by the idea of writing an Ecclesiastical History he began about this time his "Arians of the Fourth Century." This subject had a peculiar charm for him as it was
chiefly th~ condition of the Church at this time that enabled
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him to cons id er the English Ch urch a part of the Catholic
Church. True, he could not deny, as Ward says, 'that the
E ngli sh Sees were in 1830 filled by Protestant Bishops. But
then so were multitud es of Catholic Sees in A. D. 360 filled
by Arian bishops. So that he could only hope for an Athanasius or a Basil to arise in the Church of E ngland, as th ey had
arisen almost fifteen cen turies before in the Church of Rome.
"Exhausted by his task, he was now forced to take a vaca tion, and in 1883 accompanied H. Froude, he se t out on a
voyage around the Mediterranean. It was on this voyage
that the tractarian movement sp rang forth, armed in lyrica l
strains. Newman realized the need of proving the Apostolic
success ion of the Engli sh Church and the integrity of its
prayer-book. To do this successf ully he and seve ral of hi s
friends began to publish a se ries of papers or tracts. Others
soon joined them; a nd an influential party was formed with
Newman at its head. This party, while it was antagonistic
towards th e Church of Rome, endeavored to reform th e Anglican Church and to restore in it the spirit of the primitive
Church. As long as Newman had confidence in his pos ition all
was well. But as soon as he began to doubt and to give
evasive answers to qu estions, as soon as his voice grew entirely silent, the movement once so powerful came to naught.
"In 1839 he began to read the 'Monophysite Controversy'
and for the first time ca me a misgiving as to the Anglican
position. In September of the same year he read Wiseman's
'Schism of the D onatists' which deepened the impression he
had already received. The parallel of the Arian Period on
which he had relied was gradually recognized by him as not
able to cover the facts of the Anglican position . At this critical moment he also read 'Promesi Sposi' and as he himself
says, 'the Capuchin in the book (Promesi Sposi) stuck in my
heart like a dart.' In fact so quickly did these writings work
on him that only a month later he expressed a fear lest in the
end he might be compelled to become a Catholic.
"Now, in order to prevent the whole Tractarian party
from joining the Catholic Church, Newman considered it necessary to prove that the English Church was part of the Catholic Church; that it had never accepted the Protestant views;
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and that it still held all these formularies of the English
Church of the sixteenth century according to the Roman
Catholic interpretation. All this he attempted to demon trate
in tract Ninety. This tract, however, caused a storm and was
severely criticised by Anglican Bishops as being entirely too
Romish. Furthermore an English Bishop was now placed
over a Lutheran Calvinistic congregation as if to disprove by
actual fact the whole theory of this tract. As was to be expected, this act revived all of the doubts of Newman and he
retired from the excitement of Oriel to the quiet of Littlemore, where with several follower s he led a quasi-monastic
life.
"He had still one hope, however, and that was the anctity of life within the Church of England. Entirely taken up
by this idea he began to edit the ' Lives of English Saints.'
When but two numbers had appeared, he was compelled to
retire from the editorship as the pirit of the work was in
little harmony with Anglican views. Thu then another 'significant fact was added to the number that well-nigh cru ·hed
Jvr11'i C.A.HROLL UNIVCRStf'l
him.'
Library

"His conversion was now but a matter of ~ F.: .I-btNd.e
layed for several months, but this was merely because he desired to finish his great work, the 'Essay on Development,'
before he became a Catholic. This es ay to some extent gives
his reasons for joining the Catholic Church. It 'purported directly to justify what were regarded as Roman corruptions,
and additions to the primitive creed, as legitimate developments.'
"Newman almost to the very clay of his reception into the
Catholic Church did not say one word even to his most intimate friends of this great step. On October 8, 1845, while
Father Dominic, an Italian Passionist, was traveling through
Littlemore, Newman told Dalgairns to inform the monk of
his intention to become a Catholic. That very evening he
made a general confession of his life. So affected was he by
this that his companions had to keep him out of the chapel.
On October 9th, he was admitted into the Catholic Church
with Stanton, a companion of his. The next day he received
his first Holy Communion.

HtO
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"After his conversion, Newman, already forty-fo ur years
of age, found it necessary to begin life anew as all of his relatives and most of his friends refused to follow him into the
Catholic Church. This was doubly trying to a man of his
sensitive temperament. But he nobly made the sacrifice.
For a time he remained at Littlemore and then removed to
Maryvale. In order to prepare themselves the better for ordination Newman and Ambrose St. John traveled to Rome.
Here it was that he at length decided to become an Oratorian.
Returning to England after his ordination he devoted himself
to the difficult task of establishing his Oratory. This duty so
occupied him that for a time he wrote little or nothing. In
1854 he was appointed rector of the Catholic University of
Dublin. Here (in 1852) he delivered those famo us lectures
on the Idea of a University in which he advocated the Platonic
form, vindicating it against a university that exists merely on
paper where the taking of a degree is a feat of memory.
"Ever sin ce his conversion he had made the resolution
that if a person of name should challenge his conduct and
views it would be hi s duty to vindicate himself. In 1864 he
was called upon to keep his promise as Kingsley openly challenged him. Newman responded nobly and published in seven
parts that famous book, the 'Apologia Pro Vita Sua.' In this
work he tells of his conversion which was 'as remarkable to
the psychologists as Luther's, but in a contrary direction; as
profound as Augustine's to which he has himself compared
it.' As literature it is immortal. Those words in which he
criticises Cicero's style may well be applied to this work in
particular and to all others in general. He says: 'Terence and
Lucretius had cultivated simplicity; Cato, Brutus, and Calvus
had attempted strength; but Cicero rather made a language
than a style, yet not so much by the invention as by the combination of words. His great art lies in the application ot
existing materials, in converting the very disadvantages of
the language into beauties, in enriching it with circumlocution
and metaphors, in pruning it of hars h and uncouth expressions, in systematizing the structure of a sentence.'
"In 1865 a dear friend of Newman's died. Grieving his
loss, Newman wrote a dramatic poem, the 'Dream of Geron-
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tius.' As he was not satisfied with it he flung it into the
waste-paper basket. Fortunately 'one saw it that had eyes'
and thus this poetic masterpiece of Newman's was preserved.
The distinguishing feature of this poem is perhaps the strong,
imaginative faculty it bespeaks. The Cardinal makes the
whole appear a living reality, so that we seem almost to sec
everything with our bodily eyes.
"Though the Apologia greatly aided in vindicating Newman, still there was something lacking, namely, Roman recognition. This he was to receive in 1879. Pope Leo XIII, recognizing Newman's worth and as a reward for labors well
done, created him cardinal deacon. From now on until his
death Newman was happy. The cloud had lifted that had
overshadowed him for the last thirty-four years of his life.
Even Oxford gave evidence of its appreciation by making
Newman an honorary fellow. This happiness, however, was
not to be of long duration, for on August 11, 1890, this truly
great and noble man left this vulgar earth of ours. He died in
the oratory at Edgbaston near Birmingham, England. Over
his tomb the words may be seen: 'Ex Umbris et Imaginibus in
Veritatem,' truly a fitting epitaph for such a man.
"Well," the old priest continued, "that is enough for the
present. Now I will have to finish my office. So good by."
"Good-by, father. Thank you ever so much," the young
man answered as he warmly shook the old priest's hand and
departed.
BERNARD HAUSMAN, IV High.
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A Winter Night
The cold stars silent shine in the cold sky,
And Earth lies hidden in a snowy pall.
Sweet summer blooms have lived but soon to die;
The melancholy wind croons over all,
And to the naked trees speaks sympathy.
The moon rides high, within drab shadows skulk
Weird shades, the ghosts mayhap of summer blooms.
A frightened rabbit scurries o'er the bulk
Of some huge snowdrift, while yonder looms,
Like some huge dark Gibraltar, a great elm's hulk
That in the eerie silence ever glooms.
It is a night that weighs upon the heart,
And lifts the world-dimmed eye awe-struck to gaze
Upon the vista of the heaven's chart,
And brings a prayer the heart must surely raise
Unto a God, unseen but not apart,
Who silent vigil keeps in Heaven's maze.
Paul E. Murphy, '19.
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Pantomime in Fantasy
haunt me yet, that fantasy, so weird, so appalling. lt
I T ometimes
become so actual, so real in my imagination,
so g ripping, tho so vague, thi fantasy, dark, sini ter, foreboding, like some dreadful praeternatural hape, that I am seized
with an incontrolable terror. It hang over me, o to peak.
and hinder my every movement. You ask what it is? Ah
then, I will narrate to you a short incident. I think that for
al l its brevity you will still sec my point, tho if you have never
existed in that condition, if you have never let out your imagination, without being conscious of the fact, but fully aware
of the result, you will, I am afraid, not conceive the effect of
that a we-inspiring, terrible force.
You know there is in my tudy a picture of the eternal
harvester, a gloomy a paintin g as I eYer hope to sec, and
certainly, my uncle, to whom it and my home had belonged,
d id not stint him self in emphasizing its depressing tone.
Picture to yourself this painting and the room at twilight;
there i but one small window and the light, at thi hour, is
feeble, moreover it is shaded by long dark curtains, which lose
their lower lin es in the shadowy depths of a very clark and
olemn rug, pregnant with the witchery of th my tic orient,
and thi , being full and oft, eem to project the floor into a
bottoml ess pit. T hen the ceiling, touched with paintings of
brown and gold, lends a dreamy melancholy to the general
atmo phere of the room . And the furniture! la rge clark ghosts
of the past, rear their shadowy forms of mahogany in still
more gha tly demeanor, and the wall , d raped about with curtains of black velvet, reflect n o li ght to cheer the eye. Imagine
the depth of the darkness in a room like this; then place in the
fu rth ermost corner from the window, w here the last feeble rays
of a departing clay g ive carcely lig ht enough for the outline of
its golden frame, this picture. P lace yourself in the great deep
armchair at the side of the window and gaze at it.
ow, my friend, I shall acq uai nt you with my story. I
had left the house of one of my friends in the early afternoon,
and, in pite of th e g loomy drizzle and gath ering fog, decided
to exercise my limbs and walk to my house.
ot to arrive too
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early, I went in a round-about way, for I had no further engagements till evening and the wine I had consumed at dinner,
a short while back, seemed to have clouded my brain. And
so, rather heedless of my direction, I proceeded from street to
street, and soon entered the poorer quarters of the city. Here
gloomy faces hurried by and dark forms, huddled in doorways, frequently leaned towards me with hand outstretched
for alms. I hurried past these, for I must confess that I am
not acquainted with that class of humanity and could not
trust myself to proper discretion.
As I came nearer to the more public thoroughfares, I
walked faster and more- eagerly, very much as a miner who
has worked within the bowels of the earth hurries forth to
catch the rays of sunshine at his noonday repo e. It was necessary to pass several darkened doorways and, as I approached
these, I involuntarily moved further from the walls. But at
the third of these, a hand was thrust forth and a body hurtled
forward and sprawled over the sidewalk, barring my passage.
I stooped to view the person more closely and a long bony
hand leaped upward and entwined its long, thin fingers about
my throat. Imagine, my friend, the position in which I found
myself; the grasp grew tighter and I shouted for assistance.
This I soon received in the person of a burly policeman who
happened to pass on the main avenue. But before he arrived
my head was drawn downward and forward until my distorted
gaze revealed a pair of evil, hifting, but dangerous eyes, bloodshot and greedy, surmounted by a short forehead thickly overstrewn by a mass of tangled brown hair; below the eyes a long
nose eemed to rear it elf in olently from the sunken cheeks
and a gasping, gnashing, cursing mouth poured forth a volume
of incoherent chatter and evil-smelling breath into my face. I
was almost unconscious when rescued; the tightly clu tching
hand seemed still to compress my throat, my eyes ached and
my head reeled from the nauseating effects of the vagrant's
breath.
. However, my deepest impression wa of the face; and it
fnghtful features, more like those of some maddened maniac
t han of an ordinary mortal, haunt me still. The house was not
yet a-light and, taking off my street garments, I proceeded
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into the study, ringing for lights. I seated myself in the armchair under the window, of which I have ju t spoken, and
leaned my head against its back. In this way my eyes were
brought to face the picture. Its frame still retained that dull
shadowy luminosity which gold seems to bear in the semidarkness, and it seemed as if it threw a soft light on its contents. At any rate the glaring features of the skull protruded
their nakedness more clearly than I had formerly observed and
the long scythe gleamed menacingly above its leering, grinning head. It seemed that it gazed directly at me and its sightless eyes seemed to burn into my brain like fiery discs. They
took on, in my imagination, the gleaming, furtive glance of
my assailant in the street and, as I turned my head to avoid
them, they burned more deeply into my sensitivene s.
At length the scythe began to sway, then the dark cloak
fell away at the arms and di closed a pair of fleshle s arm of
alabaster hue moving slowly about. The twitching fingers of
one closed about the pole of the scythe and brought it forward, while those of the other sustained it at the lower end.
Then the keleton burst into life, winging the scythe in everincreasing semi-circles. And as he swung faster and faster the
scythe seemed to grow longer and longer. It cut the air with
a low hissing sound and reached farther out after each revolution. It cleared the frame and it seemed as if the whole
room had melted away and I stood a lone with this specter on
some cold, bleak mountain side where the wind whi tied
around us and blew the garments of the menacing apparition
into wind-buffeted clouds.
And the circle of the scythe grew greater and greater.
Soon it threatened my head and I stood as if in chains; I tried
to move back, but could not; I could not stoop, my limbs were
numb, my mind chilled and paralyzed by fear. And still that
scythe swung on.
Little by little it sank lower and lower and, after a time,
while the face of the keleton g rinned and leered more horribly
at me each moment, it brushed my hair; once, twice, three
times it seemed to pass over my head and each time it clipped
my hair closer. I shivered and cowered and my knees trembled, but the scythe kept relentlessly on. However , strangely
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enough when it should have split my skull, I did not feel it
and looked at it wonderingly as it swung time and again, each
time lower than the Ia t, and each time fainter and les s clear.
Then, seeing that no harm came from it, I looked again at the
face of my tormentor. But it wa far away and seemed to
grow smaller as if a greater distance intervened. Then hi s
black form grew less black and even lighter, and soon it
gleamed brightly and the swi hing cythe disappeared. I
stepped forward in curiosity to follow, for my fear seemed to
have sub ided, and approached the glare.

A short distance from it I stopped and blinked and stared.
Then realization burst upon me and I found myself gazing into
the candles which my servant had quietly placed on the table.
I shall never forget tho e awful minutes in which I labored under the illusion.

ERN EST ]. FURST, III High A.
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The Snowstorm
Build it high and strong, boys;
Make the walls thick and sound.
Come on, we ain't got long, boys;
No time to hang around.
They'll be comin' pretty soon,
And they'll sing a sweet old tune
When we catch 'em from our fortress safe and st rong ;
Snowballs whizzin' through the a ir
Will be sure to lift their hair
And they'll have to dance while we supply the song.
They said they'd get us yet,
And they'd make us sick, you bet ;
But they'll find that tw o can play that same old game,
For we'll take them by surprise
And we'll open up their eyes
And send t hem flyin ' homeward limp and lame.
So build it high and st r ong, boys;
Work fast and with a will.
Hurry! We ain't got long, boy s,
For they're comin' up the hill.
Raym ond Craft, '18.

Phanes
A Tale of Ancient Egypt.

"CATCH the rope, Sebak !" "Haul there, you lazy slave!"
"Easy now; back on the port-side!"
Such and similar shouts were heard as the heavy Nile galley, which had labored against the current of the swollen river
all day, was fastened to the wharf of the old city of Memphis.
That morning it had sailed from Neucratis, the only Greek
port in ancient Egypt. The Egyptian captain stood on the
high roof of the upper deck and directed the sailors and the
twenty rowers who sat in the prow of the vessel moving the
oars.
The sun sinking in the Libyan desert turned the muddy
Nile to a current of gold, and its last rays illumined the open
cabin, which resembled a wooden bower, in front of the low
mast. In the cabin two men lay on cushions. They evidently
were not Egyptians. The elder, a tall, powerful man of about
sixty, who e thick locks fell carelessly upon his thickset neck,
looked upon the stream without apparent interest. He had
spent some years in trading with the merchants of ancient
Egypt, and that strange, wonderful land was not new to him.
His compan ion, a slender, well-built youth, gazed eagerly at
the novel sights about him. Thick, fair hair crowned his high
forehead and streamed in luxuriant curls upon his broad boulders. Hi noble face would have been worthy of the chisel of
a sculptor of his own beautiful Greece; and his slender, mu cular form betrayed great strength and activity. Ever and
anon he busied himself with the arrangement of his scented,
golden locks or threw the deep violet ch lamys, the light summer cloak of the elegant Athenians, into fresh folds. The
sinking sun flashed fire from the precious stones of the brooch
at his throat, with which the chlamys was fastened; of the
bracelets, which adorned his powerful arms; and of the sandals, which covered his small feet.
The eld er man, Theopompus, a merchant from Miletus,
smilingly noted the eager interest of his young companion.
Phanes, as the youth wa called was the son of a noble Athenian , with whom Theopompus did business for many years. T he
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youth had come to Egypt for the first time "t o lea rn wisdom,"
and had traveled on a ship belonging to the Milesian friend of
his father. After spending some days among his Grecian countrymen in Naucratis, he had set out with Theopompus for
Memphis. When the boat had been fastened to the landing,
the slaves of the merchant bus ied themselves in unloading
the valuable merchandise which their master had brought from
Greece. Phanes got ready to go ashore. His elderly companion warned him to be careful, as he was in a land whose
customs were strange, and whose people looked a kancc at the
foreigner. The Greeks, although favored by King Amasis.
who had usurped th e throne and who could retain his power
only by the help of the Grecian m ercena ri es, were objects of
especial hatred to the priests and common people.
From the landing-place, a broad s tairs lined with sphinxes
led up to a wide platform on which stood two colossal sta tues
of Psammeticus I., with their face turned towards the river.
As Phanes mounted the steps, curiously looking about him, he
noticed silken banners stretched acros the s treet which ran
. past the wharf. When he reached the platform above the
soft notes of a trumpet rippled on the breeze. Just then a
half-naked vendor approached the Greek and tried to convince
him that a cheap earthenware vase was a work of art. P hanes
gave one look of scorn at the clumsily wrought piece of Egypti~n art and strode on while the native cried out after him:
"You need not think that Egypt belongs to you, you
swine-eating Greek, because King Amasis allows you to sail
on the holy river."
As Phanes paid no attention to these remarks, although
he understood enough Egyptian t o catch their drift, the Egyptian had to content himself with grumbling at the "insolence
of these Greeks, despisers of the gods." Theopompus, who
from the deck of the gal ley had watch ed the encounter of his
young countryman and the Egyptian vendor, grew uneasy and
murmured:
"I hope the boy will be careful and not foolishly expose
him self to danger."
Phanes, in the meantime had proceeded along the street.
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As he arrived at a crossing he again noticed the decorating
silk banners strung everywhere. A loud and piercing blast of
trumpets was heard and Phanes turned up this street in the
direction of the sound. A be was moving along, people
streamed from a ll sid e to a large open square w hi ch fronted
on the massive fa<;ade of an Egyptian temple. At the square,
crowds of Egyptians of both sexes, of eve~y age and rank,
stood close together along both ides of the plaza. \ i\Tarrior
clad in colored coats of mail, with short swords at their belts
and merchants in white garments mingl ed with the crowd of
half-naked men, whose clothing consisted of a loin-cloth; and
women in short cloak holding their little ones. Naked children pushed and jostled and fough t to obtain better places to
view the expected spectacle. Constables, armed with long
staves or cudgels, the rib of th e palm-frond, kept order and
held back the jostling, surging throngs. As Phanes pushed
his way towards the front line, a chant within the temple was
intoned, its massive gates were thrown open , and a procession
issued from its portal into the square.

* * * *
"They are coming; they a re com in g !" shouted the crowd.
"Hold the child hig her, Chun a, t hat she may see," said
an anxious mother to her hu band who was holdin g a child on
high.
"You will end by queezing the breath out of me against
th is pillar," growled a stout woman.
"Stand back!" cried the constables, makin g effective u e
of their long tave , the metal knobs of which bore the nam e
of the kin <Y. Occasional ly they would ply their palm-rib
cudgel s without mercy upon the back of orne unfortunate onlooker who had pushed beyond the line.
Phanes ucceeded in worming hi s way towards the front
and looked at the gorgeous spectacle with wide-open eye .
The processio'h wa headed by a youth, mounted on a black
Arabian charger. Hi tern, yellow face strove to smile pleasantly. The rider was clothed in a close-fitting colored coat
woven ~ith gold . A mas ive chain, exquisitely wrought, hung
from hts neck. A diadem, formed in the semblance of th e
acred Uraeus snake marked him a a cion of the royal fam-
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ily. H e w a Psa mtik . cld e t on of Kin g Ama i and heir to
the throne. B ehind him rode courti ers a nd chamberlains carry ing stave with os tri ch plume and golden lotus flowe rs in
th eir hand . A band of nobl es followed wh o seemed to have
vied to s urpa ss each oth e r in plendid array. He re rode one,
w ho e cloa k o f deep purple wa edged with gold and sweep in g
os trich p lumes crowned hi headd ress. Be ide him on a p rancin g g ray, rode a nob le clad in a deer- kin uit o fi nely ta nn ed
and so soft th at t he breeze pla yed w it h it edges. The whole
suit was deco rated with p recious tones, w hi ch dazzled th e
eyes of th e env ious on look ers. A noth er's steed was covered
with trapp ings of ...:eep c rim son si lk, edged with purpl e tasse ls; w hil e saddl e-clo th s woven w ith go ld or silver and decora ted with arti sti c desig ns were seen eve rywh ere.

against

As thi s g litte ring ba nd passed along th e crow d broke ou t
in to cries of de li g ht a nd admira tion. A divisi on of the royal
bodyg ua rd fo llowed a rmed w ith battle axes, bows and large
hield s. Th e next divis ion consis ted of Grecian mercenaries,
whom P ha ne imm edi a tely recogni zed by th eir Ionic a rm or.
The people ceased th eir shouts as th e close ranks of th e Greek
hoplites marched past , and here and there hisses and imprecations w ere hea rd whi ch were resented by the hot-tempered
Grecian youth who could scarcely restrain hi s a nger at th e in sult offered to his countrym en.
Imm ediately foll owin g th e Greek body-gua rd ca me Kin g
Amasis seated on a gold en throne borne on th e should ers of
richly dressed nobles. The ta tues of T ruth a nd Ju sti ce spread
their wings behind him ; a lion lay peacefully at hi s feet, and
over him a golden canopy w as spread w ith th e royal U ra eus
sna ke on top. H e wa s foll owed by the roya l princess a nd nobles in splendid chariots. N ext plume-bea rers and singers and
priest s preceded th e chief proph et of th e temple, cl oth ed in a
long white rob e, with a panther skin falling fro m hi s shoulder .
As this part of th e process ion was passin g , the people
prostra ted th emselves on th e g round. In th e move ment P ha ne
succeeded in pu hin g him self to t he front lin e of th e specta tors.
H e was wondering a t this prost ra ti on, fo r h e never s uspec ted
t hat th e nobl e bull , w hi ch bore between hi horn s a go ld en
di sc surm ounted by white ostri ch feat he r , wa A pis, th e earth-
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ly image of Osiris, the tutelary deity of Memphis. He stood
erect, gazing at the sacred bull with a scornful smile on his
lips. Suddenly, shouts were heard:
"Down with the impious Greek! Down with the despiser
of the gods!"
The next instant the Greek received a stinging slap on
the cheek, followed by a blow from a cudgel on the back.
Phanes, surprised and enraged, sprang forward into the open
and quickly turned to face his aggressor. An Egyptian constable stood before him and was on the point of raising his
cudgel to strike him again.
·
"What means this outrage?" furi ously demanded Phanes.
"Prostrate thyself before the great god Apis, impious
Greek!" shouted th e official.
"Never!" cried the youth wild with anger and reckless of
consequences. "I will never bend the knee to a filthy animal,
even if the silly Egyptians adore him as a god ."
"Kill him! Strike down the unbeliever!" shouted the angry
people.
Phanes stepped back and began to unsheath his sword.
Some of the temple guards headed by an officer came running
towards him. He quickly whipped out his short, broad blade
and stood awaiting the onslaught. The officer paused, then
snatching a javelin from one of his men, he hurled it at the
Greek. The agile youth swerved quickly, turned, and ran towards the spot in the square where the weapon had fallen.
Picking it up he faced his attackers. The men scattered, the
officer with a few men skirted the procession to attack the
Greek from behind. Phanes saw the maneuver, took aim and
let fly the javelin with all his strength. The weapon, speeding on, found its living target not in the Egyptian officer's
breast but in the hea rt of the Egyptian god, Apis. A bellow
of pain came from the stricken deity, which sank to the ground
dead.

* * * *
A hush fell on the vast crowd. All stood as if petrified.
Then the throng broke into a roar of rage.
"Seize him! Kill the impious stranger!"
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As one man, priests,' warriors, people rushed forward.
Phanes with one bound sprang into the middle of the square
and ran as he never ran before. Well for him that the training
for the Olympian games had given him muscles of steel and
lungs that could stand the seve rest st rain . Running towards
the head of the procession, like a flash he sped by those who
would bar his passage. Those in front had not seen the foul
deed and kn ew not the ca use of the commotion. vVhen Phanes
reached the cha riots of the nobles he darted in among them,
turned hither and thith er. Finally he broke through the other
side of the sq uare, and dashed into the crowd of spectators,
bowling over a number in his head long rush. Fortune smil ed
upon him, for at that point the crowd was less dense. He was
soon clear of the people and headed up the street that crossed
the plaza at right angles. Such was the confusion and so
quickly had he cleared the way that he was a hundred paces
up th e street before the neares t Egyptian thought of taking
up the pursuit. On sped the youth a picture of Grecian
strength combined with Grecian grace such as only could be
seen in the races of the Hellenic games.
As the ground slipped swiftly beneath his winged feet, his
supple strength and iron endurance were dearer to him than
the palm of victory which he had so often carried away from
the stadium. He soon reached the outskirts of the city and
breathed more freely as th e open expanse of the country
spread out before him. Behind him the shouts of his pursuers
rent the stillness of the night. On he sped, when, suddenly
a vast pile loomed up before him in the darkness barring his
path. He turned to the right, but saw people carrying torches
pouring o t of a street which evidently ran parall el to the one
on which he had made his escape. Turning towards the left
the same sight met his affrighted gaze. He was trapped. Pursuers on both flanks and rear, and before him the massive wall
of a pyramid rose high, steep, dark and ominous.
What was he to do? How find means of escape? He
stood still and a cold sweat covered his brow. In his desperation he started towards the wall, hoping to crouch in the deep
shadows of its base, and so, perhaps, escape the furious mob
that was frantically searching for him and was coming nearer
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every momen t. \Vh en he came to the foot of the w all he n oticed that it was not perpend icula r b ut . Ia nt ing. Jle determined to moun t some distance up thi wall a nd lie down and
thu s evade his pursuers. After three or four attempts, he at
length ucceedcd in getting a foot-hold. Ca utiously he crept
up the steep incline. Again and again he slipped. Had he not
been a well t rain ed ath lete he would have lo t h is hold a nd
been dashed to pieces at t he base of the pyra mi d.
He had craw led up a distance of about t hirty fee t w hen
his enemies a rri ved below. T hey were running hithe r a nd
thith er, shouti ng, curs ing , t hreaten ing. More torches w ere
brought, and to the dismay of P ha ne , three or fo ur oldiers
paused a t the foot of th e wall and looked up, pointing towa rds
the spot where he lay pa nting and cli ng ing to the edge of a
huge layer of stones with the grip of despair.
"I cannot rema in here," thought he to him self, "they ev idently suspect tha t I have climbed up here."
Keepin g hi eyes upon his enemies, h e cautiously crept
along a narrow ledge t owa rds the left. H e had crawled a bout
twenty feet when suddenly he lost his foo ting and pitched forward headlong. He had just wit enough to suppress the involuntary cry of fear and surpri se that rose t o his lips befo re
complete darkne s enveloped him. H e felt himself fallin g, sliding, down, down. In his rapid descent he struck now to his
right, now to his left and then came a stunning bl ow on th e
head a nd he lay still on a stony fl oor.
"Father!" he murmured, as unconsciousness came upon
him.

* * * *
H ow long he lay th ere he kn ew not , but when he a woke, a
d im light came fro m a n inclined passage at the bottom of
w hich he found him self. Every bone in hi s body ached ; his
temples t hrobbed ; his tong ue was parched with a burning
thirst; a nd as he raised hi s ha nd to his head he felt the w a rm
blood ooz in g from a n open wound. vVith an effor t he rose to
his feet a nd looked about him. Th e events of the previous
ni ght-or wa it two nig hts ?- passed viv id ly before him . T he
procession ; the qua rrel; th e fli g ht ; the cl imb up th e ·wall ; a nd
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then? Yc, he mu t have fallen down that inclin through
which the light of day wa streaming. \ \There was he?
As hi eye became accu tomed to the emi-da rkne s
he saw that he wa in a large va ul ted room. In the middl e
space stood an elaborately carved sa rcophagus, and on it lay
a mummy. The boy recoiled in fear a he realized that he was
in a tomb of t he dead. About the a rcophagus tood vessels
of all s iz es a nd shapes containing food. Phanes reca lled that
he had hea rd that the Egyptians placed food near the tomb
of their depa rted. Although it seemed a g ru eso me banquet,
hunger oon overca me any sc rupl es that the youth may have
felt. He ate a nd drank and with returning strength, hope and
th e d etermination t o escape from this weird, ghostly place revived. He went back to the inclined passage to go up and seek
the entrance through which h e imagined he had fallen.
H e had sca rcely taken a step or two upwards when he
heard voice co ming cl ow n the pa sage-way. At the same moment he sa w a light of a flaring torch in the distance. H e
quickly sprang back behind the projecting angle of th e wall
and waited with bated breath. H e strained every nerve to
hear the words of the speakers:
" He mu st have come in here," said one voice.
" Impossible!" answered another.
seen by the people."

"He would have been

"But we searched everywhere," said a third. "'If he did
not climb the pyramid then the ground swallowed him up. "
"Ah! that fellow could not have climbed up here," sneered
the second voice. "No man could g et up without help, and the
Greek must have sped up like a goat, for the people were not
far behind him."
"Let us go down and see wh ether he is hiding in the
vault," sa id the first speaker. "You know that we have strict
orders to capture the impiou s murderer of Apis."
At these words the heart of Phanes sa nk and he looked
wildly about him for an avenue of escape.

The
; and

"I will not go near the mummy of Ameni," cried another.
" O siris revenged herself and has utterly dest royed the un -
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believing Greek who was cast headlong into the place of torments.
Phanes breathed more freely once more.
"Let us go," said three or four voices.
"Well," said the first speaker, "if he is hidden in here, the
mourners will find him when they bring the mummy of Katuti,
the wife of Ameni, for burial tomorrow."
The light of the torch disappeared and the sound of the
voices trailed off in the distance. Phanes could have shouted
for joy, but he suddenly recollected the words of the last
speaker and all his happiness died out. He must get away this
very night for, on the morrow he would either be captured or
be buried alive in the pyramid tomb.

* * * *
For an hour or more Phanes considered plans of escape.
He tried to recall the location of the square, of the wharf, and
the lay of the land. He concluded to pass around the city and
thus reach the banks of the Nile. He thought that he could
escape detection among the reeds that grew thickly along the
river. He hoped thus to be able to reach the boat of Theopompus. What if his Grecian countryman had departed. This
thought once more threw him into deepest despair. But youth
is ever hopeful. He soon convinced himself that the Milesian
would not only remain in port indefinitely to await his return
but that he would make every effort to find the son of his
friend.
Phanes therefore impatiently waited for the setting of
the sun so that he could leave the pyramid at nightfall. When
he concluded that the afternoon was far spent, he began to get
ready to carry out his design. Cautiously he ascended the inclined passage and soon reached the entrance. As he drew
near the opening he crawled along on his hands and knees and
then lay flat to look out. Before him the city spread out, and
the lengthening shadows told him that day was near its close.
A broad avenue skirted the front of the pyramid. Towards
the north Phanes could see the open fields and he decided to
pass around the city in that direction and thus reach the Nile.
He covered his blood-stained face and his arms with dust and
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dirt, so as to disgui e himself the more, tore off the precious
stones from his sandals and took off the brooch and bracelets.
His beautiful Chlamys, torn and soiled by the slide down the
passage, would not betray him. Still he thought it more prudent not to mingle with the crowds as his very bearing
singled him out as a Greek.
As in all tropical countries there was no twilight or dusk,
and darkness set in immediately after sunset. As Phanes was
about to emerge from the entrance he was alarmed to hear the
measu red tramp and the clanking sword of a guard passing
beneath him. The Egyptians were evidently taking every precaution to prevent the escape of the murderer of Apis. Waiting un til the sentry had marched to the southern end of the
pyramid, he softly but swiftly glided down to the ground and,
remaining within the shadow of the wall, sped northward as
quickly as his feet could carry him. When clear of the pyramid he walked along more s lowly.
The houses now were farther apart and Phanes was looking for some cross-road which would enable him to reach the
river. As he approached a miserable hut that stood within
an enclosu re some distance back from the road, he was
startled to see a poorly-clad woman emerge. He could not
turn back or hide, and o went boldly forward. When she
came close she stretched out her hand and said:
"Aid a poor beggar in distress, kind sir! Since yesterday
I have not eaten a bite."
Phanes was about to refuse her and pass on, when on
second thought he stopped, took out a bracelet from the inner
folds of his garments and gave it to the woman.
"May the gods send me help, too, when I am in need," he
murmured.
"The gods will reward you!" said the woman surprised
and delighted at the rich alms which was thrust into her hand.
Phanes made no answer but hurried on, turning into a
road that faced the East. He had not gone along this path
more than twenty paces when he met the very constable who
had struck him in the square. The official had stepped out
into the road from the bushes that ski rted it, but a pace or
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two in front of the Greek. There was no tim e fo r flig ht. \Vith
a n adroit move ment of the foo t, a tri ck lea rn ed in t he wres tling arena, Phanes up et th e astoni shed offi ce r a nd pitch ed
him into th e brambles al ong the sid e of th e road. He then
faced ab out and ran back to the road on whi ch he had come.
As he passe d by the encl os ure of th e begga r' house he saw
her standing in the doorway of her hut. Ru b ing up to he r
he sa id :
"Hide me, good woman ! My en emi e arc upon me. Mak e
haste, or it w ill be too la te !"
T he good da me led him w it hin a nd hid him benea th a
s tack of ca rd ed wool that wa piled up in one co rn er of the
hut. She th en return ed to the doo r a nd began to hum a tun c.
In a few moments th e consta ble with two so ldi er ra n
pas t th e encl os ure. They halted wh en they saw th e woman ,
t hen entered and roughly dcn:a nd ed of her w heth er she had
seen th e fu g itive. She replied that some one had run by but
a few moments before. They were ab out to leave in pursuit
of th eir prey when th e consta ble sa id :
" I think the old hag is hidin g th e v illain, as he could not
have gone far a nd we did not sec him when ' n turn ed th e
corner."
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" You call me a liar becau se I am poor," sc ream ed th e
woma n, feigning intense fury . "Come in a nd search then ,
since the poor man is not ma ster in his own house."
H er bold ass uran ce a nd apparent anger deceived the offi cial and he was about to depart. Ashamed, h owever, to be
routed by a w oman he said:
" Stop your croaking old woman , or I will ha nd you ove r
to th e royal g uard. We a re carrying out th e ord ers of the
king."
Th ey fil ed into th e hut a nd began to sea rch. As th e co nstab le a pproach ed th e pile of wool th e old da me sa id:
"If yo u touch a nd so il th a t cl ea n woo l you w ill be ha nd ed
ov er to t he roya l g ua rd. I a m to de li ve r it to th e co mm a nd er
of_t he roya l g ua rd tomorrow morning a nd if y ou so il it, you
will lea rn th a t even th e poo r can find mean s to re,·enge themelves on those w ho in ul t th em w ithout ca use. "
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These threats had their desired effect. Grumbling and
reluctant the three left the hut and hurried down the road in
the direction in which they imagined the fugitive had fled.
Phanes came out of hi hiding place, thanked the woman and
gave her another bracelet in reward for her kindne . Evading her inquiries as to the cause of the enmity of the con table
towards him by the remark that he mu t be off, he left the
hut.
This time he ucceedcd in making hi way unchallenged
to the river. Walking along the reedy bank he at length
approached the wharf. Among the galleys lying there he
made out the one on which he had traveled with Theopompus.
He stealthily crept along behind the piles of merchandise,
heaped upon the landing-place. How was he to get aboa rd
without being seen by the Egyptian captain or crew? 'vVhile
anxiously waiting for an opportunity to sli p aboard he saw
his Milesian friend leaning over the prow of the ga lley, gazing
pen ivcly at the river. Phanes drew ncar the water' edge and
oft ly hailed him. Theopompus quickly g lanced about the
deck, going over to the ide which was fa tcned to the wharf,
whispered:
"Climb aboard on that hawser, I am alone."
In a few moments, Phanes, climbing hand over hand along
the rope, reached the deck and wa ecstatically embraced by
his friend.
"I had given you up as lost, my boy," said the old man.
"I hea rd of your escapade and thought that you would never
escape."
"One Greek is better than five Egyptians," quoted Phanes.
"Say rather 'one Greek boy i better than a city ful l of
Egyptians'," the old man corrected him. "The whole city is
hunting for you. But you arc not afc yet," he continued as
he led Phanes to the cabin. "I have stowed some precious
stuffs in here for safe keeping. You can hide beneath them.
It will a rou c no suspicion that the c are kept here as everybody kno·w s that all slaves are thieves . Luckily I told the
captain that I miaht ail tonight if I could fini h my business
in the city."
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Phanes breathed a sigh of relief and hoped that they would
sail this very moment.
"They have been watching me very closely," said Theopompus, "and if I go tonight they will conclude that I have
left you to your fate. Keep hidden as you are not safe as yet."
"Not until I get to Naucratis," said Phanes.
"Not even in Naucratis," answered Theopompus. "Every
Greek house in that town will be surrounded by spies. No
my boy, you must go directly to Canopus. A ship of mine is
lying there and will sail at a moment's notice. If we can reach
there before sunrise all will be well. Now into your hiding
place, I hear voices."
An hour later Phanes was delighted to feel the movement of the galley as she dropped down the river. The journey was uneventful and early the next morn ing the galley
made fast to the merchant's ship in the roadway of Canopus.
Theopompus instructed his Grecian sailors to carry the bales
in the cabin aboard. Wrapped up in some cloths Phanes was
transported to the Grecian ship. The Egyptian captain and
crew never suspected that they had helped the murderer of
Apis to escape the fury of their countrymen.
As soon as her cargo was aboard the Grecian vessel
raised anchor and was soon out on the Mediterranean. It
was only then that Phanes felt safe. He had come to ancient
Egypt "to learn wisdom," and although hi tay had been very
brief he had "learned wisdom," and in a manner which was
neither pleasant nor inspiring, yet most effective.
LOUIS CARRABINE, I High, Div. A (Loyola).
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Recollections
The year is drawing to a close,
And as we marvel how it goes,
We think of all the things we've done,
And count them each and every one.
Of all the joys and sorrows, too,
Of all the thoughts both kind and true,
Of everything we've said and done,
And hope that they have helped someone.
They may not have been very great,
But still we know that they can state
The feelings of our inner heart
With all their wealth of hidden art.
And now we must at once begin,
We cannot wait, but pitch right in;
And do the work that we have here,
So this will be a great New Year.
James A. Butler, IV High (Loyola).
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Editorials
One hundred and eight year ago, in a log cabin
in Kentucky, a noble character was born. It was
none other than Abraham Lincoln.
Born of poor parents, it is a well known fact that Lincoln
received very little education. The forest was the chief means
of support to the early pioneer, and with a gun it was no
difficulty to keep the larder well filled. A shortage in fuel
was an unknown thing, for the woods were ever ready to
upply man's need.
o, after all, they were quite independent
and self-supporting even in this primeval wilderness. Lincoln, however, did go to school a short time-not more than
six months all together-and during this time he learned to
read and write. This was an accompli hment that was envied by most people in those days of the early nineteenth
centu ry. There i no need for me to go into detail about his
whole life for we are all more or less acquainted with how he
advanced step by step until he reached the highest office in th e
country. Suffice it to say that when he tudied he concentrated all his energy on study, and this practice went hand
in hand with his reading, for thi was hi only ource of in formation. H i zeal and ambition for advancing himself is
clear ly seen when we learn how he walked miles to get hold
of a fresh volume. But what a difference in his method of
study and that of the average boy of today!
Tote, moreover,
how the difference finally told. \rVhatever Lincoln read was
tored away in the pockets of his memory forever. Some of
hi prize trea ure were " esop's Fables." "The Pilgrim's
Progres ,"and "The Life of George \rVashington." All the e
he devoured and feasted upon before he wa ten yar old .
.George \rVashington wa always the bright star that eemed
to lead him in the right direction. This influence unconsciously made him more and more like the father of ou r country. \i\Then Lincoln reached the age of twenty he went into
the world for him elf. At the same time he studied surveying and law. From boatman on the Sane-amon river he ,..,rrradually ro e to clerk in Mr. Offer's grocery store at New Salem.
Abraham
Lincoln

~
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Thi wa s a w onderful cha nge and after climbing higher year
by year Sanga m n Count y sent him to th e Legislature in
1836 by a larger vot e than any other candidate that year. In
1860 Lincoln wa nominated by the Republican Convention,
which met in Chicago, pre ident of the United tates in preference to Wm. H. Seward, the great statesman and patriot.
Through Lincoln it was that the war in behalf of slavery
was begun. He conducted it mainly against slavery and incidentally to ave the whole American nation from being separted and going to pieces. In four years of teady war and
fierce struggles between North and South these results were
accompli heel . On a bright April day when Richmond wa
evacuated Linco ln entered the city. Even though he was victor he showed no sign of triumph, for he had often said of
the armies of both North and South, "They are al l my boys."
Why then should he show malice to any of them? And when
the joyous crowds of colored people gathered around him,
shouting and hailing him as their Liberator, the President
reverently took off his hat and bowed. He could not speak for
the tears were pouring down his furrowed cheeks. \Vhat a
noble character we see here in this man! The fal l and capture of Richmond, together with Sherman's famous march to
the sea was pr.actically the end of the war. Le s than two
weeks later Abraham Lincoln's end also came, and on April
14, 1865, he met his sad fate in a theatre at the hands of a mad
actor, Wilkes Booth.
"It is high time he became a staple of American education. H is collected writings and speeches not only contain the
soul of the American story, but are highly worth reading
simply as literature-a the picture of the mind s lowly evolving out of apparent commonplace into supreme greatness, and
so leading a people to the great crisis."
JULIUS ]. S YDER, '19.
Winter
Hikes

If you have any spare Thursdays at your disposal
join the hiking club. Such a cl ub i yourself and
another per on or persons up to the number of
five . Your dog will do in a pinch, provided he fights with other
dogs and guards your coat while you boi l coffee. The best
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directions for taking a hike a re these. Take a camera, a can
of good tobacco, two meals w rapped in paper, and a good pair
of shoes. This last requirement is very necessary, for nothin g is so trying to the soul as an unclinched nail in t.he vicinity of the big toe. Take a car to the end of the ltne, walk
until you reach the proverbial eros road. and then flip a co in
to decide your future co urse. Stop wa lkin g when your stomac h a nd the un proclaim the hour of noo n. Tramp style, fry
bacon and boil coffee by the roadside unl e s an irate ru tic
forbid. Afte r a dinner in the open . a pipe, o r a book tastes
fine. Just try it.

so that when a phenomenon of natu re docs occ ur it becomes
a milestone in their li ves.
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1 hri ce fortunate will yo u be if the day is bright-winter
s un shine is unlike any othe r. lt ha a . pice and welcome that
comes with none of the othe r seasons. It is not enervating as
in sp ri ng, nor repe lling a in summ er, nor melancholy as in
autumn, bu t bright and chee ry like the first sp rin g fl ower. In
this un for tun ate climate cloudy days a re the rule for winter,
so th at wh en the sun docs shin e vve arc eager to be out to enjoy it. If the day is what we ca ll wa rm, bee - and insects will
bu zz about the unn y s ide of hills, a bluebird may warble
news of sp rin g overhead, while in the woods you may hear the
plangent rin g of a eros cut saw.
By a ll mean s carry a little noteboo k ready for all those
epi odes, co nve rsations, adventures, in cid ent., scene which
are bound to cross your path ere the day is done. You may
even word it a-la-Skygack. F or in stance, "Earth being harassed by hairy quadruped, latte r making uncouth noises in
the vicinity of bifurcated being's hee ls. Ea rth being sea rched
for mi ssle wh ereat quad ruped red oubles hi s ululations a t a
a fer di stance. Second being describes divers contortions,
lapping anatomy as th o in agony, g ivin g ve nt, howeve r, to
tentorian cac hination ."
Twenty miles from th e sq uare you will find little rural
homes that hav e changed little in the Ia t fifty years . vVhile
all the w or ld ha gone ahead, these little isles have remained
the same. Sometim es yo u may meet a n old grandpa who knows
the dates of all the big snow sto rm s for the last half ce ntury.
These quiet country folk are morta ls of essentially few ideas
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vVhen yo u get back fro m such a hike, you will hav e something to talk abo ut for a week; st udy, instead of being a burden, will be a divers ion. By going a different direction every
Thursday you will be able to exp lore considerabl e territory
ere the winter is ove r. La t of a ll, a k you r professor to accompany yo u now and then. There are no circum stances
und er the s un where you two will kn ow each othe r better
than by s haring ~t1!1Wl~M~It:er1.JtlllJNe~.jrQ111 the car line.
Library
A A B , 7
CLEVELAND. OH!~
·
·
· 1 ·
The
Library

Arc you a ware that there arc 4450 books in our
library? Do yo u kn ow that these 4450 contain
the boiled down, co ncent rated thought of the
world's best literat ure? Are you spe nding any of your noon
tim e with these coloss i? Durin g thirty minut es of free time
you ca n season the mental pabulum of the morning classes
by shaking any of the following salt cellars.
Did you ever read the diction a ry as a diversion? When
you ay "queer" are you s ure you do not mean, "unusual,"
or "peculiar," or "stra nge," or "odd," or "fantastic," or " ludicrous"? "English is a beautiful language if you take the trouble
to put th e proper words in the proper place." Three or fo ur
words added daily to your voca bulary will enrich your conversational and literary abilitie amazingly. Whatever your
profession will be in after life, English will be the medium of
expression. There is nothing that gives greater satisfaction
than the ability of spea king in clear and rhythmic sentences.
Then th ere is the Encyclopedia fill ed to the brim with a
thousand big and little truth that will quench the thirst of
the thirs ties t. By a little diligent application you can clear
up all the troublesome doubts about Tasso, and the pop ul ation of London and the ring of Saturn, and how iagara was
formed, and th e luminosity of plants and o on. And
why not learn a little about your own state and the history
of Cleveland? Twenty volumes of intere tin g reading relate
the struggles of the pioneers and the existence of a race that
lived here before Columbus saw the new world. As war is

·ra, a ca
good Pair
for noth.
he vicini.
l_ne, Walk
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so t hat when a phenomenon of nature doc occ ur it becomes
a milestone in their li ves.
vVhen you get back from. uch a hike, you will have ornethin g to talk abo ut for a week; tudy, in tead of being a burden, will be a diversion . By go in g a different directi on every
Thursday you will I e able to explore con icl erabl e territory
ere the winter i ove r. Last of all, ask your profc so r to accompany you now and then. There are no circum stan ce
und er the sun where you two will kn ow eac h ot her better
than by sharing ~tHl \~~fH!~tt:e ri..J1lllJN e ~ ~tntn the car line.
Library
\ A B , 17
CLEVELAND. OH !Q

The
Library

r .

.

·

·

Are you aware that there arc 4450 books in ou r
library? D o yo u know that these 4450 contain
the boi led clown, concent ra ted th ou o-ht of the
world's be t literature ? Arc you pending any of your noon
tim e with these colossi? During thirty minute s of free time
you ca n season the mental pabulum of the morning cia scs
by shaking any of the fo llowing alt cellar .
Did you ever read the dictionary as a diver ion? When
you say "queer" arc you s ure you do not mean, "unusual,"
or "peculiar," or " trange," or "odd," or "fa ntastic," or " ludicrous"? "English is a beautiful language if you take the trouble
to put the proper words in the proper place." Three or four
words added daily to your vocab ulary will enr ich your conversational and literary ab ilities amazingly. \tVhatever your
profession will be in after life, English will be the medium of
expression. There is nothing that gives greater satisfaction
than the ability of speak in g in clear and rh ythmic sentence s.
Then there is the Encyclopedia filled to the brim with a
thou sand big and little truth that will quench the thirst of
the thir tiest. By a little diligent application you can clear
up all the troublesome doubts about Tas o, and the population of London and the rings of Saturn, and how iagara was
formed, and the luminosity of plants and so on. And
why not learn a little about your own state and the history
of Cleveland? Twenty volumes of interestin g reading relate
the struggles of the pioneers and the existence of a race that
li ved here before Columbus saw the new world. A war i
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on every one' lip today, one naturally i · reminded of our
own Civil War; if that is the case with you look at those
matchless pictures of that war which tell more vividly than
words the titanic struggle between the North and the South.
If you are interested in history and even if you are not, you
should know all about Luther, whose encomiums will be sung
this year on the quadricentenary of his revolt from the
church.
Then there are a host of after-dinner speakers who cater
to the wants of students and schola rs who e free time is measured by minutes only. I think 0. Henry, Burroughs, Poe,
Stevenson, Lubbock, Irving, Jacobs, Mabie, Riley, and Ike
Marvel are capital entertainers. A post-prandia l orator need
not be humorous, witty, brilliant, learned, all in one. The
above men combine all these qualities as a body. They all
possess the cardinal distinction of compressing the best of
literature into essays, stories, articles and poems that can be
read in from fifteen to forty minutes.
Aside from the practice of reading at noon, you should
use your drawing card so chronically that it looks like the
prorrram of an Elysium devotee-not a space empty. There
are Virgil, Homer, Maca ul ay, Newman, Burke, Dickens, Scott.
Benson, Dante, Shakespeare, all of whom sho uld grace the
top of your desk at some time during yo ur college career.
A Good
Start

Lumina was created prima ril y for the purpose
of infusing a strong school spirit in to the students of the col lege. ·with the fu lfillment of
this, another aim is closely a sociated, namely the development of latent literary talent. In thi is ue of Lumina will
appea r a very creditable short story written by a first year boy.
We a re p rinti ng this High School material not because there
is a dearth of good material in the College Department but because we wish to encourage the lower classmen and in cidentally organize an efficient staff for the futu re. \ iVhi le this will
not be a High ehoo lnumber, we hope that some day Lumina
may devote a number of each volume to the High School. vVe
feel sure that promi ing students of English will take more
intere tin their work if there is a possibility of its publication
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in the College Magazine. If a tudent catche this intere t in
the lower clas es he will receive valuable experience for later
work in whatever field he enters. This does not mean that
any bright idea or thought dashed off in stereotyped or copied
style will be accepted. On this very point the tyro often
blunders. He plagarizes his favorite author, unintentionally
of course. Detective stories will have the lank Sherlock creeping out of every page, tales of mystery and crime will be replicas of murderers in the Rue Morgue, short stories will have
the threads of a favorite writer woven into their composition.
Essays are perhaps the hardest to imitate for they embody the
personal more than any other prose production. Originality is
what the world is looking for in commercial as well as in literary circles. If you have an idea, a thought, a style that is
yours by right of discovery, nourish it, cherish it, develop it.
Words, paragraph s tructure, mechanical details can be learned,
but originality is something inborn, it is yourself.
Now, Mr. High School Student, if your contribution is
rejected, do not become disheartened, try, keep on trying,
because if you write something that pleases yourself, you are
bound sooner or later to write what will please others. Be;sides, some day, you'll be the Editor and that very thought
should inspire you to write your best; what was mediocre
should become good, and what was good, excellent. Our
motives in this are purely altruistic. It i an opportunity
offered you; will you take advantage of it?

Alum ni N otes
The other day we got a pleasant little surprise in the shape of a letter from Father A. J Manning. Father i\Ianning is chairman of the
Alumni Committee that is working to get a first-class wireless station for
our dear Alma ~[ater . This is the first serious effort the Alumni Association has made for old S. I. C. Let us hope it won't be the last.
Father Manning is sending a circular letter to each alumnus, asking
him to contribute his mite. Here's the letter, if you haven't got yours
yet:
January 2, 1917.
Dear Fellow Alumnus:
The undersigned Committee of the Alumni Association of St. Ignatius' College, desires to beg a favo r.
The world stands amazed at the accomplishments of Wireless Telegraphy. Not only has it wondered at the lives that have been saved and
the many com·eniences obtained for huma n ity, but it marvels at the
great progress made in the scie nce of late years. Who would ever dream
of communicating across the great Atlantic a few years ago, withou t
wires or other physical means. Yet this is a p resent clay fact.
Great as has been the advance in th is science during the past few
yea rs, we must admit our Alma i\Iater has been very slow in equipping
her laborato ry with modern wireless apparatus. We propose to ask each
one of th e alumn i to contribu te something, even a dolla r bi ll, towa rds
t he purchase of the best instru ment on the m a rke t for receiving purposes. A se nding se t mi ght be added later. At the installa tion, a public
demonst ration m ight be give n in t he gym nasi um, com bined with a
sm oker, t his to take the place of a ba nq uet at the Statler. We would
thu s be di recting our money in a good channel, instead of giv ing it to the
hotel which needs not the m oney.
Nearly every rep u table College a nd University in the country has a
compl ete wireless eq ui pment, pay ing one of the students to opera t e it.
St . I gna tiu s has only a small ou tfi t . Wh y shoul d she not be as progressive as the oth ers.
Co uld you send yo ur offe rin g by return mail to one of th e undersigned . An ea rly reply will be appreciated , a s the very best weather for
wireless signals is a t hand.
Y ours very sincerely,
REV. A. ] . MANNING, 3315 Monroe Ave.
REV. V. A. CHALOUPKA, 9614 Aetna Rd .
REV. F. BERTRAM, 10205 Lorain Ave.
ElL COLLI S, 737 Soc. for Savings.
W. A. RADDATZ, Whitney P ower Bldg.
Note- The proposed se t will cost $300.
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P . S . The Alumni Smoke r w ill be held in the gym the night of t he
t we ntieth. There'll be several good bou ts, some songs, music by the College
o rchestra, and loads of good smokes. B etter not miss it, ye Al umni.

* * * * *
Being employed b y one of the local dailies ourself, we were able to
discover not a fe"· old Ignatius men "molding the public opinion". The
Leader is most fortunate, having fhe S. I. C. lads on the pay roll. Jim
Byrne, ex-'05, and Thorpe ]. '"fod" l\IcConville, ex-'Oi, are in the advertising game; Bob Lenaghan, '01, is in the treasurer's office; George Brenna n, '08, is city circulator, and Joe Brucker, brother to Frank (who is still
amidst us) is a typographer.
19li
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Across the street, we find Tom Terrell, who was with us in '02-3,
writing sports for the Plain Dealer. Tom owns the enviable reputation of
being t he best all-around sport scribe in these parts. And he really practices what he preaches. After he left us, Tom starred at quarterback for
Western Reserve. Lately he has twice copped the honors in the Scribes'
tournament, the annual golf event held by the staffs of the four Cleveland papers. We are indebted to Tom for some pretty nice stories about
ou r basketball squad this winter.
ext we hear the Press boasting of two old Ignatians, Ben Ling, '09,
a nd Bill Dowdell, ex-'13. Both are members of the editorial staff, Ben
being the star man of that organization. B ill only recently joined, but
he h as been very valuable to his old school. Bill put thru one fine story
for us abou t the college play. Thanks, Bill, ol' boy; we may be a ble to use
you again.
By the way! \\'e were talking to the aforementioned Bill a few
days ago, a nd he t old us that he was thi nking seriously of returni ng to
the college. \oVelcome, B ill, welcome, say we.
The papers owe a debt of gratitude to S . I. C. for the talen t t hat she
has furni shed them. One way in which they can repay it is b y giving us
spa ce a nd stories t hat a re worthy of us. Oh yes; we have received a little space from them this wi n ter, but not as m uch as we should have liked.
That remi nds us! You, Friend Alum nus, can
way t o get the space that we deserve. Just drop a
each of the papers-the sporting editor, especially.
an old l gna ti an. T ell him tha t a ny news from S. I.
t erest in his paper about a million per cent, or so.
the stories.
Y ou'll do that, won't you ? T ha nks.

help u s in no small
line t o the editor of
Tell him that you're
C. enhances your inT hen wa tch us get

But t he secular press has no m onopoly on S. I. C. graduates. The
Catholic Universe is proud of the fact t hat R ev. J oh n R. H agan, D . D .,
conducts a very interest ing and instructive Question B ox for them. Besides his literary work, Dr. H agan is assistant to Dr. Mora n at St.
Patrick's. And here, we find a nother St . I gnatius lad, F ather Edward F .
Sullivan, who is assistant pastor t o Dr. Moran.
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The recent Alum ni game a ttract ed a few of the old boys-or rather,
it did attrac t them until th e present cham pions star ted bu m ping them
up. But we musn't speak about that. Coach Da n Savage lined up
with the old grads, a mong whom were Rough Murray, R ay Ripton, Joe
Brady, Bud Murph y, Wa lter Daly and Steamer K egg. Mr. Savage, we
still have with us in the capaci ty of a dignified prof. ; Ray Ripton and
Joe Brady are "cuttin g up at the medical school" ; Walter Daly is studying law at Western Rese rve, and last, but not least, Bud Murphy and
Johnny Kegg are in second year Philosoph y a t St. Bernard's Seminary .
James]. "Jim" Laughlin, ' 15 , is stud ying law at H a rvard; and burning 'em up, too, we hear.
Maurice M. Murphy, '13, completed his law course at Western Reserve Law school last summer. He is now associated with Hahn &
Hahn, attorneys, in the Engineers building.
Gerald "Jerry" Murphy, '15, Maurice's brother, is emulating his
brother's example. He is taking the law course offered by Reserve.
Jerry proffed it at St. Ignatius High last . year, and acquitted himself
(pardon the pun ) very creditably.
Jack Filak and Alvin Sibila, both '13, are taking their last year in
Western Reserve Medical School. They find time, however, to get
around to the games now and then.
Ray Desson, of the same class, finished law with Maurice Murphy
last summer. Ray is now with the legal department of the Cleveland
Railway Company. Wenceslaus Slaby and Oldric Mazanec, also of that
crowd, now give their address at St. Mary's Seminary, 1800 Lakeside
avenue, City.
Dropping behind a couple years, we bump into Farrell "Dimey"
Gallagher, and Ray Schraff, '15, on their way to W. R. U. Medical
school. About a year in advance of them we meet Jim Hallissey, '14,
also bent for the same place.
Andrew Filak, ex-'14, who attended Reserve Dental school for a
couple of years, is now finishing his course in Indianapolis, Ind.

* * * • *
Whew!

That's a hard job, scraping up those little personals. Want
Just drop us a card, or better, dash off a little letter.
Tell us who you are, when you left S. I. C., and what you're doing now.
The other fellows who were with you will be glad to hear of you. And
maybe we youngsters won't!
to help us out?

Don't put it off. We're going to expect a deluge of mail between
now and April 15. Get busy and contribute your drop to the flood.
Adieu, Friends Alumni.
EDWARD A. McDONNELL, '19.
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College Notes
Our tireless professor Fr. Haggeny has been delivering a
series of lectures on the Will, to audiences t hat filled to
overflowing the College Auditorium . There were four divisions of the general subj ec t : T he Nature of the Will, its Domi native
Powers, Diseases of the Will, and cures of t he Diseased W ill.
The Mid-years are on us. To every one who has passed th rough
them (and passed ), these words will bring pleasant recollect ions. May
they be sweet memories to us as well.
Our fi rst public d isputation was held before the holidays. Steve
Foerstner a nd Tom Chambers defended th eir propositions very ably
against ] . Deering a nd ~o . Novak.

Senior
Class

* * * * *

The F reshm a n class a re glad to welcome back in to their m idst , Bill
K eegan . D iphtheria Is a tough old bird. Ain' t it, Bill?

* * * • •
Whereas, it has pleased the J.,ord of Life to remove from our
midst, Michael Gallagher, father of Daniel I. Gallagher our
fellow stude nt, to a place of refreshment after months of
suffering, and ;
Whereas, the expression of our sympathy may tend to the
dispelling of the clouds of sorrow which his death has cast
over those he has left behind him,
Be it hereby resolved, that we, the students of Freshman Class,
the fellow classmates of Daniel Gallagher, express herewith
our deepest and heurtfelt sympathy with our classmate and
his bereavead relatives, and
It is further resolved, that the Freshman Class provide for the
celebration of a High Mass of Requiem, and that a copy of
these resolution11 be inserted in the College Magazine.
FRESHMAN CLASS
Jame• P. Cozzens, Presideat

• * * * *
The

Our Lecture Club is a popular busy-body. Which may seem
a contradiction in terms but it's true. During the last
Lecture
month Messrs. Brennan, Nash and D. Gallagher, have been
Club
called to m a n y places to deliver th e lectures which are gai ning new friends each week .
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:\!r. ]. Brennan with the "Lit tle Flower'' lectur~ has ~lled three engagements this month, and the schedule arranged bids fair to keep h im
very busy in the future .
The lecture on Lourdes has been added to our repertoire, and D .
Gallagher and :'llr. !'\ash haYe introduced this newcomer to a nu mber of
interested gatherings.
Somewhere on the Atlantic floor we are thinking there rests a se t
of perfectly good lecture slides. Thus we are sorry to announce that we
are delayed in the presentation of the lecture on Jeanne d'Arc.

* * * * *

A

Scientific
Academy

The opening of the new year marked the reorganization of the
Scientific i\cadcmy on a more permanent basis. Confident
in the principle that better results are achieved when there
are fewer members fired with enthusiasm in an enterpri se than when
there are greate r numbers but who lack a real hea rty interest, the officers
of the academy made a canvass of the members to lea rn whether they
were willing to join the academy under the new regulati ons. About
fifteen agreed, and pledged them selves to be present at eve ry meeting
and to show a real live interest in all the academy's activities. The
good results following upon this latest move were at once apparent. An
academy pin was suggested a nd all th e members have signified their intenti on of procuring one. Then came the first issue of The Scien tific
Academy Bulletin. The praise and enthusiasm with which this modest
publication was greeted was most encouraging to say the least. 1\Iany
articles of scientifi c interest are to be found in it. There are two short
essays by the academy's president. l\Ir. A. A. Bungart, entitled ":\1imicry
in Birds' Eggs" and "Devonian Fishes". An enlightening article by Mr.
Dora n on "The Use of the Opera Glass in Astronom y", is followed by a
paper on "S team vs. Electri city" by the academy's foremost expert engineer, Mr. E. McCarthy. Then comes a brief account of "Zeppelin s"
by i\!r. G. Troy, and an article by i\!r. ]. Snyder, "Protect the Birds".
Besides, there is a department devoted to science questions and answers, and fina1ly there are some bright remarks O\'erheard in the class
room which are intended to show others what a teacher occasionally
hears from the pupils.
At the first meeting of the academy Mr. H. Smith delivered a lecture to the members on "Explosives"; a subject of great interest in these
days of modern warfare and munitions. After showing the nature of explosives he went on to give some of the methods of manufacturing the
more familiar explosives.
Although the semi-annual examinations have interfered with the
meetings of the academy to some extent, from now on until the end of
the year a very interesting set of lectures is to be given. It was hoped
that by this time a program of the lectures would be printed and pub-
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lished in this nwnber of Lumina. Some of the lectures to be given during this second term are: "The Evolution of the Dynamo", "Radium".
"Louis Pasteur", "Sun pots", "The Aeroplane".
Several invitations have been made to have these scientific lectures
repeated to audiences other than the members of the Scientific Academy
and it is expected that within a few weeks the members of the Academy
wi ll be called upon to display their talents to a wider circle of friends.

* * * * *
Mid-Year
Assembly

On Friday morning, February 2, the College Department and
the High School assembled in the auditorium to hear the
results of the mid-year examinations. After a short musical
entertainment, the results of the examinations were made known.
T hose winning the highest average in thei r respective classes were
as follows:
F irst Year- Div. A, James E. W alsh, 95.1; D iv. B, Thomas Campbell,
97.5; Div. C, John Kellackey, 98.8.
Second Year- Di\·. A, Richard Walsh, 97; Div. B. Harry Tengler, 9
Thi rd Year-Div. A, Ernest Furst, 96.4; Div. B, Lawrence
l\lezera, 95.5.
Fourt h Yea r- Walter Dorsey, 93.7.
Freshman Class-'\'illiam W ahl, 96.5.
Sophomore Class-Raymond E. Craft, 97.31.

* * * * *
W e do not like to indulge in superlati\·es. T hey always
carry a t inge of suspicion. Bu t we t hink that this year's
play was a n exhibition which sat isfied the t astes of the most
exacting. I t certainly was a grand t ribute to t he energy of
Fr. H end rix, our d irect or, a nd to the skill a nd loyalty of those who took
part in it. As a climax to weeks of sacrifice and real hard work, noth·
ing m ore could have been desi red beyond t he wonderful success of
"Greater Tha n A King".

" Greater
Than a
King"

Throughout the many tense scenes a nd sit ua tions of the play it was
gra t ifying in a high degree to ob serve t he smoothness which comes of
natural t a lent a nd d iligent practi ce. In fact t he leading newspapers
were v ery m arked in t heir pra ise of the exceptionally high tone of the
performances. They were astonished t o witness a n amateur production
which bore the fi nish of t he forem ost professional d ramas.
The three p acked houses (it is estim ated that over five thousand
attended the three performances) that viewed the play found much to
engage their a ttention in the b lack intrigue of the pretenders to the
throne and in the m a ny musical numbers. Little Jim Flood in the role
of a shepherd b oy thrilled them t o the center of t heir hearts with his
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sweet voice, and our only regret was that there was not time for him to
respond to the encores with another song.
"GREATER THAN A KING" is founded on the history of the
Visigoths in Spain, and is centered around the prince, Hermigild, ruling
in Seville. By rejecting the creed of Arius, and embracing Catholicity
he incurs his father's wrath, is deposed, pardoned but finally murdered
by Sisbert who hates the prince for his religion and for converting his
brother.
On Wednesday evening, February 7, the actors, musicians and ushers enjoyed a little reunion in the gym. A real glorious time was had by
all as they acted out impromptu burlesques on the play and players,
over the tables heavy with refreshments. And at the end of it all we
sent up our voices in three cheers for Father Hendrix: who spent so much
time in drilling us (and grilling us too).
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High School Notes

At the time of penning these few lines something mysterious hovers
in the atmosphere,-in corridor, classroom and especially the library.
Whence comes this crowd of industrious students during noon hour
into this latter, thi s hallowed sanctuary of learning? And why is it that
ever and anon, a head droops wearily and eyes close drowsily during
recitation? Or who can account for the wonderfully close application to
Latin and Green and Mathematics during study period? And, it is
whispered, that many unpleasan t hours are spent in the Physics Lab.
after class healing wounded experiments and by lower classmen pene·
trating the mystic veil of geometric lore.
But why all this silent hustle and bustle, this preparation and
plugging? By the time you will have read these poor columns you will
know , dear reader, that it all resulted in our sallying to mortal combat,
some for scholarly laurels, others for academic existence. And as we
sowed, so did we reap. But now we are forgetting about it and begin·
ning to remember other things of interest.
First and foremost, the play . The High School must be congratulated for the interest it has shown in promoting "Greater than a King."
It has done nobly in the ticket contest, and claims the champion seller
as one of its sons. The hero was also furnished by the High School, and
- think of it! - the angels, not to speak of the Visigoth warriors, with
their haughty heads, stately tread, martial bearing, etc., etc. First Year
sent Jim Flood to charm our savage breasts after the battle, and Second
Year presented Hermigild with a quartette of songsters. And John
Kandrac declares that if he ever becomes a king, he will have pages like
Leovig's.

* * * * *
Overheard at the Cleveland
Bouille-"If mother could only see me now!"
Koehler (donning the Galways -"Say, Andrews, don't l look like
that picture in your parlor?"
Dorsey- (Ganymede, of course)-"Intolerable tyranny! to doll a guy
up in red hair! Cu rses!"
Allie Acker-"By heck! Roy , you look just like the picture on my
favorite brand of Havanas."
Chink Mahoney-" A soldier's life's the life for me!"

* * * * *
When it comes to managing a basketball team, Ralph Koehler is
"there with the goods." He must be congratulated for the schedule he
has obtained for the High School quintet.
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And as for the team-it was one of the best that has ever represented S. I. C. It has only one drawback and that is lack of bulk; but
this has proved fatal in the games with Shaw, \\'est Tech, \Vest High,
and Central; however, the games with St. John's A. C. and Commerce,
their speed and technique counteracted this deficit.

* *

*

* *

The Junior Debating Society has aroused considerable interest in
"Suprema Grammatica." The project of annexing Cuba to the U. S. was
vigorously disputed at the laast meeting by ~fessrs. Bouille and Hausman
vs. Haney and Gross. The next meeting is looked forward to as a
classical dissertation as to the superiority of Caesar O\'Cr Hannibal as a
general.

* * * * *
Memorabilia
JIM FLOOD, the hero of the late rain storm.

] 0. BUCK, peer of Third High, who informs us that the author of
"Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch " is "witty"; but that the author of
"Snow·bound" is Whittier.
CROWLEY, Second High's idol, who warns us neYer to let the baby
play with "Cicero"; it might throw him into com·ulsions.
STEVE JACKOBSO , who is so profoundly interested in Physics
that he even forgot the day of the Physics exam.
JOHN WEBBER, who saw the eclipse which appeared a few weeks
ago in company with Roy Bourgois at two a. m. (Nobody knows just
where they were at this time of morning.)
STEVE BOJSKO, who refused to accept the captaincy of Fourth
High's basketball team (that is why we lost to Freshman).
COR ELIUS J McLAUGHLIN, '20.
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By Daniel I. Gallagher, '19
On the morning of December th, the basketball
quad whizzed out of the Union Station with the
lifeless town of Buffalo as their destination. The
scenery en route was all that could be wished, save for a stretch along
the road they call Erie. At one in the afternoon the mid-day choo-choo
puffed into the Bison 'ity and the gang of ten fell off. That evening the
team put up at Niagara U. and the evening was indeed an eventful one.
But who would wish to be the assassin of joy and speak of a game at
Niagara. The only thing we have to say about the Niagara basketball
team this year is that a few might rush home after the season in time to
pay off the mortgage on the old homestead. But let's talk sense and not
discuss this unpleasant business.
ow to get to that Canisius game
which we almost forgot about in our recounting of other things. On Saturday night following the Niagara song that was sung from the "professional" copy we hooked up with Canisius College and lost, as the score
above will indicate. The basketball court at Canisius is a big handicap
to any team that has been used to playing on a regulation floor or at
least on a floor that is not strung with posts. Playing on a floor of that
kind makes one believe that the ocean is not the only place you can get
sea-sick. Andy ommer was out of this game on account of injuries.
The return from Buffalo on the Nickel Plate can be readily imagined.
A trip like this in Shakespeare's day must have prompted him to say
"My kingdom for a horse." Captain Andy ommer, Coach Savage, Mr.
Harder, L. Sommer, Dorsey, Bruder, McKenna, Keegan, O'Neill and
Gallagher, the entire party woke up in the morning, yawned and shouted
as the train pulled into Cleveland, "Oh, ain't it a grand and glorious
feeling."

St. Ignatius 22
Canisius 47
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* * * * *
The following week the Yarsi ty made their initial
bow to the home talent and made the evening complete in all respects by handing a nifty trimming to
Ashland College, of down state fame. The gym was well packed for the
opener, and signs of life galore appeared as the game went on. The first
half was a merry battle and the period ended with the score in our favor
by only a slight margin. But our boys opened the second half with the
old bank and were soon off on the road to victory and the paths of
basketball glory that lead but to the cage. Louis Sommer and Walter
"Ganymede" Dorsey will be remembered in Ashland for a long time to
come. Steve O'Neill had somebody on the side lines holding his sweater
coat during the game. The rest of the fellows envied Steve. No, you're
wrong this time, it was Clarence Carlin.

St . Ignatius 33
A shla n d, 28
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St. Ignatius 24
The cream of all basketball events at St. Ignatius
Campion College 23 was the contest that took place at our gym. during
the Christmas holipays. Campion paid us a visit
again from far off Wisconsin, and proved a big drawing card. The gym.
was all a-buzz with excitement as the time to start drew near. Ignatius
was out to avenge the defeat of last year that the same Campion handed
us by a one point margin. During the first twenty minutes the pace was
terrific and the score was exceedingly close. Coach Savage called the
team together after the first half and told them to take advantage of
his instructions. In the second session the battle see-sawed from one
side to the other. As the last minute approached the heat of battle was
at the fever point. Ignatius jumped into the lead by one point, they
struggled and neither side scored, then like a bolt from the eternal blue
the timer's whistle ren t the air and old Ignatius carried home the bacon.
It was easily the best game that was ever given the "double 0" in the
new gym . and probably the best tha t the college ever figured in. The
praise of this game goes to all fiye that helped to turn the tide of victory to our side. In this game Bill K eefe made his first appearance in
a Varsity uniform and made it extra tough for the man he was guarding.

* * * * *
St. Ignatius 16
The third cage game on the schedule was with
Ohio Wesleyan U. 370hio Wesleyan U. at home. This Wesleyan bunch
had everything but insom nia. Still they came here
over-ra ted and were lucky to get away as they did. The score might indicate a walk-away for them, but he who thinks it was is mistaken.
We gave them a stiff fight but the breaks were with them , a nd agai nst
us. We had fully as many pegs at the basket as they, but the old pill
was not slipping through the ne t as it should. Brokow of the visiting
team can be complimented on his ability to hoot when at freedom .
This gent caged ten for Wesleyan and each of the ten counted for two
points.

* * * * *
St. Ignatius 19
St. Johns U. 21

I t is indeed a heayy heart that thumps behind the
watch in our vest pocket, as we give an account of
this game. But we are not to account for the game,
this responsibility rests on the varsity five. Everyone present thought
that the out-of-town quintet had no chance at a ll after the first five
minutes of the last half. But the fates were against us again, the shot s
were going astray, and Toledo was creeping up. When time was called
the battle was at a deadlock, the score was 19 all, and the referee started
the overtime period. St. John pegged one in. Then Ignatius began to
shoot. The ball shot up a dozen times but not once did it float through
for a score. L. Sommer shot twi ce and missed, O'Neill missed about
four and Walter D orsey gummed the rest. Walter was sadly off on
shooting that night, more so than a ny of the rest. After this game Walter cut out the fru it salads and Robert W . Chambers' novels.
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St. Ignatius 61
Kent Normal 8

Kent 1ormal took a little run up to Cleveland not
long ago and a little bigger and speedier run back
again. Kent did not play up to their usual form
this season, getting only eight points. Last year they got 14, "if we are
right?" Something must have happened to Kent or perhaps the team
itself was laid up with injuries. The college toyed with the prospective
pedagogues and rolled up the points with very little effort. The only
thing that reminded one that a basketball game was on that evening
was Harold McKenna with a cute pompadour, the orchestra with their
"Kelly," and Joe Hanly with his "poor butterfly."

* * * * *
St. Igna t ius 45
Alumni 15
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IS mistaken

Bud Murphy, John Kegg, Coach Savage, R ough
"Ed" i\lurray, Walter Daly, Joe Brady , Ray Ripton
and Eddie Hayes stacked their age and experience
against youth and agility. The alumni, composed of the former, were
not a little surprised when they found themselves being outclassed by
t he younger generation. It was an interesting game to watch and at
times entertaining. The rest of the Alumni turned out to witness the
affai r and many old acquaintances were renewed. Bud Murphy and
Coach Savage held up the alumni end or as much as there was to hold up
after the college got going. Harold lvfcKenna played forward the fi rst
half and showed by his shooting that he is a versatile chap in basketball
as well as in the other pastimes, excepting chess and "fussing."
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* * * * *
St. Ignatius 42
Canisius 31

Canisius came to Cleveland confident of repeati ng
their early season performance of trounci ng ou r
champions, but we emerged from the tussle with
t he major portion of the spoils. The Bison boys looked Jjke a million
dollars in the early moments of the first half, but our lads came up from
the rear and the score stood at 16 all when the timer's whistle blew. In
the second half the Saints immediately got the jump over their Eastern
adversaries. After that it was all Ignatius. O'Neill, Sommer, Louie and
Andy, Keefe, Dorsey and Craft all flopped the ball through the net, and
the second session ended with the score at 42·3 1.

L

I KE a voice from the darkness, we have receiYed a contribution
from an old friend, Ed. Madaras. His idea was not that this should
ever see the light but, in our present circumstances we could not
hold such a spicy little sketch from the light of day. Suppose two
quick-witted scholars should get together and begin a conversation as
follows :
A. "Is your brother still in real-estate?"
B. "Yes, but not on such a large scale."
A. "How's that?"
B. "He's dead."
A. "Many people at his funeral?"
B. "Lots."
A. "That 's a grave thing to be joking about."
B. "What's the matter? Are you afraid of ghosts?"
A. "Not exactly. But I heard there was a border hung in this room
( ace."

B. Let's talk about something more cheerful. Did you hear that
Glovzch's father made his m oney in water?"
A. "Watered stock?"
13. "No. He's a milk man."
A. "But speaki ng of water, I hear that Charlie Raynor used to be
quite a sailor with a regular nautical head."
B . "A navy bean, as it were, eh?"
Send us some more whenever you can, Ed. Once we see some, we
can't do without it.

* * * * *
Bright Babbles of the Babies
Professor. "You have now heard the effect of regular and irregular
vibrations of the air, producing respectively a musical sound and a
noise."

Keefe.

"Which was the noise? "
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The following little incident, when formerly rela ted by us excited
such animosity that we forbear from mentioning the hero's name. The
hero in the jail is surprised at seeing several angels appear before him
(our readers will recognize a scene of the college play) . When ques·
tioned later as to whether he should not have "registered" surprise, he
styles a yawn and replies, "Naw I I'm supposed to be used to 'em."

* * * * *
Song of the Epicure
Steak, steak, steak,
And a lake of sugared tea
And pyramids of buttered toast,
Oh! how they appeal to me.
Oh, well for the Grecian Chef,
As he twirls the flapjacks in air,
Oh, well for the galley boy,
Care.free as a millionaire.
And the lean pork·chops fry on,
The dishes the waiters fill
With onions and gravy all a·la·carte;
Who says I care for the bill?
Soup, soup, soup,
Potatoes mashed with cream,
And lo, the sound of a sausage barkAlas, it was all a dream.

* * * * *
Professor. "Why, the problem is simple. It's as easy as two and two.
How much are two and two?"
Student. "Gimme time. Gimme time."

* * * * *
We pen these few remarks about the show, with the assurance that
we have nothing but extreme admiration for everything and everyone
concerned, butHalf the spectators suspected Pat O'Reilly and Ed. Faulhaber were
girls a nd the other half believed it.
The watchman in the theatre, who used to be a guard in the peniten·
tiary, could hardly restrain tears of homesickness when the pilgrims lock·
stepped up to the shrine in their natty raincoats.
James Slowey wants to know if the pages in the first scene played
with Graham crackers or Uneeda biscuits.
The guests in the second balcony are willing to admit that, taking
the show for all it was worth, McGinness and Doran made good ushers.
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Henry Smith wore such huge college colors that he sometimes tripped
on them when climbing the steps.
Hayes, Patton, Holan, Haney and Acker certainly resembled a deputation of the "great unwashed."
Tom Chambers, mathematician on the mezzanine floor, roughly estimated that for each separate peal of thunder there were 5,217 flashes
of lightning.
Oh! Certainly! At the two matinees the ushers took care to reserve the boxes "for the sisters."
Jim Deering wonders if the knights of old attained proficiency in
the art of sitting down without sitting on their swords.
Hereafter let none of the histrionic artists exclaim "Ha I What
noise is that?" until the noise has reached the audience.
Apparently the pompadour was quite common in Seville and
vicinity.
And one of the guards bore such a likeness to Charley Chaplin that
we momentarily expected the King would be on the disagreeable end of
a pie throwing contest.

* * * * *
There was a young man named Maloney
Whose sentiments favored a "pony."
But in the exam
He got such a slam
That now he considers them "phoney."

* * * * *
If General Pancho Villa calls at our office he will receive a letter
which has been waiting for him for some time. We sent a deputation
to Mexico but they haven't located him as yet.

* * * * *

Purlock Hones sat in the laboratory endeavoring to find the relative
age of a strong egg. On account of his extensive knowledge of prehistoric Assyrian mythology, this task was not entirely new to him. Suddenly a red light flashed. This was the signal that some outsider had
stepped upon the hidden spring in the hallway and was even now approaching the door. Hones concealed the egg where he kept all his
precious articles and prepared to meet his visitor. It was the Prefect
of Studies. He wished to ask lvfr. Hones why so many of the east side
students came late for class every morning. Hones accepted the case
confidently, little knowing the difficulties ahead of him. His first clue
led to examine the Superior Viaduct. This was an unsurmountable
obstacle for the students. Cars crossing it were delayed sometimes as
much as five minutes with the result that all east siders were forty
minutes late. Hones also found that, though the viaduct was rarely open
in winter, psychology prevented the scholars from coming on time. He
went to his study and sat absorbed in thought. The whole thing was
plain. Occasionally the opening of the viaduct delayed them. At other
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times, such was the psychological effect of the habit acquired, that they
came late unintentionally and were powerless to overcome the habit
while they used the same route. What, then, must be done? The Lorain
car must be re-routed over the Abbey Street viaduct instead. With the
old look of eagerness in his eyes Hones sprang up, seized his ulster,
donned his spats, and thus disguised he sailed to the offices of the traction company. Seeking out the individual in charge, he took him aside.
"Are yo u perfectly familiar with 'The Common Law' by Robert
Chambers?" he hissed. The individual quailed. He was not familiar
with that part of the statutes. Hones saw his advantage and pursued
it. "Then if by tomorrow noon the following announcement has not
appeared in the daily papers, you shall rue the day." And Purlock
displayed a sentence printed on a card as follows: "Lorain cars to be rerouted over the Abbey Street bridge."
As the multitudes next day pored over the announcement in the
news sheets, they little realized that Hones was behind it all. He had
only staved off disaster for the time being. The Madison cars still
crossed the Superior Viaduct and it did not take long for the students
to discover this.
But that is another story.

* * * * *
Know ye, my friends, that my spacious abode is in Akron but my
business of merchant once took me to Kleveland, a city of much woe
and sorrow, as will presently appear. Render thanks, ye followers of
the prophet, that yet live in Akron. For behold, on the very day I en·
tered Kleveland, I was constrained to use those vehicles of public conveyance known as street-cars. Much had I heard of the street-cars of
Kleveland and, therefore, I expected much. But the evil Genius who
stood at the entrance, abused me in a strange language when I did put
my fare in his iron and glass bound chest. "Payleev, Yafool," he
screamed and fearing for my life I alighted again, praised be Allah!
On reflection I resolved that my next adventure should be more carefully attempted. So on entering I tried to slip unnoticed to a seat.
Another monster with buttons of gold shouted "Come onnow. Payenter."
A young maiden who sat near, working her jaws convulsively yet regularly, attempted to advise me in these words, "Yapoorchick, whatcha
doin? Tryinta cheat the conny?" but I understood not the strange
tongue. The ogre in the gold buttons ejected me but, thanks to Allah,
I again escaped. Having been informed that the fare was three cents,
on my next trip I presented that amount to the conductor. "Fivecent
fare to East Kleveland," he bellowed. When I questioned him as to his
meaning, he shrieked, "Whaddo I mean? Whaddo I mean? Gitoff,
Gitoff!" and using me roughly he forced me to alight. After these
strange and wondrous adventures I returned to Akron, glad of heart, and
pleased withal that Allah had granted me to see strange lands and barbarous customs, before I am gathered to my fathers.
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Professor. "What is meant by an elegy?"
Brennan. "A poem written in commemoration of some departed
friend."
Professor. "Very good. Now, Ambrose Gilbride, can you name the
most famous elegy of the English language?"
Ambrose. "Shelley's 'Ode to a Skylark.' "

••• * •
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Exchanges
The
Our Canadian v1s1tor is indeed a most welcome one. It is
Schoolman the product of serious thought and earnest care on the part
of its editors and enjoys to a considerable extent the cooperation of the student body. It however, along with ninety per cent
of all college journals, will still be benefited by the longed-for millenium
when the sole duty of the editors will be to edit and anxious swarms of
contributors will storm the sanctums throughout the land wildly beseeching an examination of their masterpieces. This happy period,
though, is still far off and for a long time the editors will be forced to
edit their own works or none at all. B ut, to get back to our subject, we
have already observed that the Schoolman is an excellent magazine.
Its editorials are timely and well written, dealing, as would be expected,
chiefly with subj ects suggested by the great conflict now raging across
the sea, in which so many gallant Canadians have heroicall y immolated
themselves that their mother country may be preserved from harm.
The essay on "B uddhism" is a carefully prepared article on a most interesting subj ect, while the article on "The P oe try of Alice Meynell" is
also well done. It is a matter of regret that her works are not more
widely known and appreciated. We note in the exchange column a mild
and thoroughly j ustifi able plaint at the undue aspersions of a harsh
cnt1 c. We are in a position to sympathize for we, too, have experienced in the past the bitter comm ent of a hy pocritica l examiner.
Far be it from us to suggest that exchange editors form a so rt of mutual
admiration society, but we do feel that such an affec tation of knowledge
as the ste rn criticism of minute and non-essential deta ils is an evil far
worse than the saccharine sweetness of careless and over-abundant praise .

* * * * *
The
Dial

A well-balanced magazine of exceptional appeal is the Dial
fro m St. Ma ry's College. The poetry is above the usual
standard of college publications, the editorials are timely and
to the point, and, in fa ct there is not an article that is not deserving of
the highest praise nor a department that is not excellently conducted.
The Alumni Notes are particula rly copious and we congratulate the
editors on their activity and the alumni themselves on the interest displayed. The article on the Adamson Law and the story, " Ruth's Christmas Gift" are deserving of special m ention. But the cap-sheaf of the
whole work. the jewel fo r which the rest is but a n appropriate setting, is
Leo V. Jacks' story, "The Three Voi ces". It is a purely imaginative tale
of an imaginary conflict, written with a naturalness and finish rarely
found in the college short-story artist. It is not guilty of that fault
which is so common in college m agazines, of tacking a wea k and uncon-
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vincing climax to an otherwise interesting tale; it is written with a simplicity that appeals far more to the reader than if the author bad aimed
at blustering dramatic effects, and its effect is much greater because unstudied. The only criticism we have to make of the Dial is its lack of
an exchange column.

* * * • *
The
Campion

We have long considered the Campion one of the best publications that graces our table and in the January number
there is nothing to cause us to change our opinion. The
Athletic and Societies' departments are very ably handled. "The Land
of Canaan" by Leo ]. Ryan is an especially interesting story and carries
an excellent, though not obtrusive lesson. We have always been interested in the illustrations in each number and hope that they will be
kept up. Of course the mental pablum is the primary requisite but there
is no denying that a few pictures add immensely to the appearance and
attractiveness of any magazine and even the best would look somewhat
dull and dry if it did not adorn itself with a few cuts. We note in the
Melting Pot that we are credited with perverting Campion into "Champion", and the probable reason has been assigned. Possibly the august
editor of the Melting Pot has already seen fit to revise his opinion. If
not, let him consult the athletic department of this number.

* * * * *
The
Redwood

We hasten to welcome a newcomer among our exchanges, the
Redwood, from Santa Clara University. Not that the Red·
wood is an infant in the literary world. Far from it. It is
rather the old and settled resident paying a friendly visit to the new arrival in the neighborhood. And a most pleasant visit it was. In particular we enjoyed the poems, of which there was a goodly number, all,
we were glad to observe, signed by a different contributor. That there
are so many of its members capable of writing pleasing verse, speaks exceedingly well for the student body. The article, "The Paris Commune",
the last installment appeared in the issue in question, is very interesting
and must have taken a tremendous amount of study to prepare. "Be
Straight" was good as also was "An Unexpected Gift", although the latter was somewhat hard to follow. The idea of dividing the Alumni Notes
into sections according to the various classes represented is a very good
one and adds greatly to the appearance of this department. All in all,
we enjoyed this visit very much and are anxiously awaiting a repetition.
We also acknowledge with thanks the receipt of the following:

"Blue and Gold", Atlanta, Ga.; "Niagara Index", Niagara, N. Y.;
"Columbiad", Portland, Ore.; "Creighton Chronicle", Omaha, Neb.;
"The Laurel", St. Bonaventure, N.Y.; "The University of North Caro·
!ina Magazine", Chapel Hill, N. C.; "De Paul Minerval", Chicago, Ill.;
"The Springhillian", Spring Hill, Ala. ; "Manhattan Quarterly", New York,
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N.Y.; "Loyola University Magazine", Chicago, Ill.; "St. Peter's College
Journal", Jersey City, N . ]. ; "The Xavier Athenaeum", Cincinnati, 0.;
"The Buff and Blue", Washington, D. C.; "St. Vincent College Journal",
Beatty, Pa.; "Pacific Star", St. Benedict, Ore.; "St. Mary's Sentinel", St.
Mary, Ky.; "The Exponent", Dayton, 0.; "Canisius Monthly", Buffalo,
N. Y.; "St. Joseph's Lilies", Toronto, Ont.

Bell West 498. J

The Newman Studio

Spitzig's Art Store

n:>botograpbers

PICTURES AND
RELIGIOUS ARTICLES
2946

Lorain Avenue
Corner West 30th

ARTISTIC
PHOTOGRAPHIC PORTRAITS
Special Rates to Students
647 EUCLID AVE.
Opposite Taylor Arcade

Both Phones

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTIS E RS

No more worries about
style, fit, wearif you choose

Martin

J.

Harks

ORGANIST
HOLY TRINITY CHURCH

ARS

MO

Made by
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX

Now with

We'll show you the greatest stock of
fine clothes in Cleveland-every new
style and fabric in suits and overcoats

The B. Dreher's Sons Co
1028-1030 EUCLID AVE.

Showing a Complete Lne of

$18,$20,$25,$30,$35

one
B. R. Baker Co.
429-439 Euclid Avenue

PIANOS
PLAYER PIANOS
VOCALION & COLUMBIA
TALKING MACHINES
A BUSINESS PROFESSION
FOR THE COLLEGE GRADUATE
This is the age for specialist&. The profession
offers unlimited opportunities for young meu and
women who have specialized.

It is not the province of the Spencerian School
to teach the routine of business, but it is the
school' a aim to aive the fundamentals of business.

Special Business Luncheon, II : 30 to

2:00

Chartered b)lthe Stat• of Ohio to Confer De1reu

SOc

French Table d'Hote, Daily 5:30 to

8:00

$1.00
$1 .25

Sunday

MUSIC BY JAMES D. JOHNSTON'S SOCIETY
ORCHESTRA, 6 TO 8:15 P. M.

.

The Hotel Euclid
EUCLID AND 14TH

CLEVELAND, OHIO

COURSES
Business Admiaiatration
Normal Training
Higher Accounting and Auditing
Private Secretary
Commercial Spanish
Shorthand, Etc .
Informal/on upon rcquut

The Spencerian Commercial School
Euclid and 18th Street
PROS. 1648

CENT. 4751W

PLEASE PATRONIZE 0 UR ADVERTISERS

COBB MINTS
LOOK GOOD

TASTE GOOD

ARE GOOD
THE

MINT

OF

QUALITY

5C
"lBttttt

tban a5um"

The 0. E. Seidel Co.

W.

J.

Birmingham

Sheet Metal Contractor

jfootllltar
1848 WEST 25th STREET
Comer Bridge Avenue

SHEET METAL WORK
METAL SPINNING
ELECTRIC SIGNS
Prospect 2296

1119 Superior Ave. N.E.

Compliments of

H a/f the fun of having /eel is that

jennings & Company

you can enjoy wearing

CATHOLIC

Zwierlein's Shoes

mnntrtalttr6
1834 EAST SSth STREET

CChey are always stylish and good

The Zwierlein Shoe Co.
/880 West 25th Street

ACADEMY OF OUR LADY OF LOURDES
3007 FRANKLIN A VENUE

1Jay School for Young Ladies and Little Girls
HIGH SCHOOL DEPARTMENT EMBRACES CLASSICAL,
SCIENTIFIC AND COMMERCIAL COURSES
GRAMMAR AND PRIMARY GRADES

MUSIC - ART- ORATORY

Conducted by Sisters of the Holy Humility of .:XCary
ADDRESS- THE DIRECTRESS

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

The Webb C. Ball Co.
jEWELRY
SILVERWARE

VIA MONDS
WATCHES

Ill 0 6uclid flvenue
Opposite Hotel Statler

The Young Man's Store
No young man ever felt "out of place"
in our store - why should he? This
store is run for young men -we study
your needs and we study your tastes.
We know that no young men ever liked
to buy from a grouch - and so you will
find no grouches here: just smiles and
happiness and good clothes. Come in
and see if it isn't the Jolliest Store.

The Graves- Laughlin Co.
EAST NINTH : Next to Miles Theatre

Come In and

Get .J/cquainied

TRYA

FIRST CLASS SHAVE
HAIR CUT OR MASSAGE

Doc Dorl
1921 West 25th Street
Cigars

Laundry

Union Shop

Shoe Shining
Central 8376-R

Harvard 1649-W

Sporting Goods
Central 8487 -R
Viclrolas and Records Geo. L. W estropp & Co
THE
COLLISTER & SAYLE
COMPANY

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
DECORATIONS
HARDWOOD FINISHING

252 SUPERIOR A VENUE

I 480-82 West 25th St.

Opposite Post Office

COMPLIMENTS

OF

M. J. RYAN

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS

ST. JOSEPH ACADEMY
WEST PARK, OHIO

Day Pupils and Boarders
Location unsurpassed for healthfulness and beauty. Environment conducive to study and culture. Abundant outdoor exercise

THOROUGH COURSES
High School Department offers Classical, Scientific and Commercial Courses.
Elementary Department.
Special Advantages in Music and Art.

fl ddress, THE DIRECTRESS

The Sodality of St. Peter Claver
for the African Missions :~: :~:
Give Me Souls !
' ' The poore•l of them, oulca>l negroe>,
On .J/frica '• TDilds condemned to live.
The>e give me, Lord, / or in their suvice
My; prayer>, my works, my life I'll give."

THE SODALITY OF ST. PETER CLAVER FOR THE AFRICAN
MISSIONS with American Headquarters in the Fullerton Building, St. Louis, Mo.,
appeals to the Catholics of the United States to help-with material aid- £ill up that
which is wanting in their heroic oblation.
Are you doing anything for the Missions ? You may not be able to give much
but every little helps ; any donation great or small will be thankfully received at
American Headquarters.

PLEA SE PA TRONIZE OUR A DV E RTI SE RS
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t1r N INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION for the assistance by

x:l. prayers and aLns of the missionary priests, brothers and nuns engaged in preaching the Gospel m heathen and other non-Catholic
countries.
Approved by Popes, Councils and Bishops
Conditions of Membership
1. To recite daily for the missions one Our Father and one Hail Mary with
the invocation; St. Francis X al>ier, pra:y /or us.
2. To make a yearly contribution to the fund of the Society.
Ordinary Members contribute five
cents every month or sixty cents
a year.
Special Members contribute personally $6.00 a year, a sum equal to
the amount collected in a band of
ten associates.
Perpetual Members make within
one year a personal offering of
$40.00 and enjoy in perpetuity the
spiritual privileges granted.
Deceased Persons may be e nrolled
by their friends as ordinary, special
or perpetual members.

Organization
Promoters and Bands of Ten. The
u sual method of gathering the con tributions of the Faithful is to form
the Association into Bands of Ten,
of whom one acts as Promoter.
The duties of the Promoter, after
having formed a Band ofTen, are to
collect their offerings and to circulate
among them the Annals for the Propagation of the Faith.

Spiritual Favors Granted
to Associates
Many Plenary and Partial Indulgences applicable to the souls in
Purgatory have been granted by
the Church to the members of the
Society.
Over 10,000 Mauea are offered
every year for the intentions of the
living and the repose of the souls
of the deceased members of the
Society.
Important Spiritual Privileges have
been granted b y the Church to
priests helping the work by their
influence or personal alms. A
pamphlet giving a comprehensive
explanation of these favors will be
sent free to priests on application.
Annals of the Propagation of the
Faith the official organ of the Society ts published every other
month in various languages, and
forwarded gratis to all Perpetual
and Special Members; also to all
Bands of te n associates.

Address all remittances of alms, and all requests for information concerning the missions, to the Diocesan or Parochial Director of the Society,
where it is established, or to the General Director for the United States,
the Right Rev. Mgr. joseph Freri, 343 Lexington Avenue, New
York City.
.
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THE LITTLE FLOWER
LECTURE CLUB
OF ST. IGNATIUS COLLEGE
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

ILLUSTRATED LECTURES
ON

SISTER THERESE OF LISIEUX (The Little Flower .
of Jesus). Beautifully illustrated by over one hundred
colored slides. This lecture was given 30 times last winter.
LOURDES. The history of the development of the
world's greatest shrine. Profusely illustrated.
JOAN OF ARC (The Soldier Maid of France). No
expense has been spared in obtaining the best possible
illustrations of these subjects.
The Lecture Club is a student organization, under the direction of a
member of the College F acuity. It will be glad to respond to calls
for lectures from parish organizations, convents or academies.
An experienced operator accompanies all the lecturers. Every satisfaction is assured.
For engagements or further particulars, address

'Director Lecture Club, St. Ignatius College

URSULINE ACADEMY
EAST 55th AND SCOVILL AVENUE
CLEVELAND : OHIO

DAY SCHOOL FOR YOUNG LADIES
.flffiliated with the Catholic University
W mhinglon, 'D. C.

Bell Harvard 1611

Cuy. Central 1599

Compliments

The Connors Co.
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~
1698 WEST
W. D. Connon

ZSt~1

STREET

St. Alexis Hospital

Corner Franlr.lin Avenue

For Genuine Comfort

Get Inside a "FAVORITE KNIT" Sweater
Write for prices, order now.

Favorite Knitting Mills

bi~8v~LAtNs~b=5~iot
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College MenYour Clothes are Here !
It is a well established fad among the students of
St. Ignatius that Browning~King clothes not only
possess intrinsic value, but there is also that feature
called "style, .. which is hard to obtain. All are
made in our own New York workshop, so that
we know the garments "through and through"
and "from start to finish ...

SUITS-$15, $17.50, $20 to $25

BROWNING~
419-421 EUCLID AVENUE

OVERCOATS-$15, $20, $25 to $30

KING & CO.
CHAS. A. DOLAN, Manager

.-T MAKE SAVING A PART OF
~YOUR

CURRICULUM. THE
MAN WHO ACQUIRES THE
SAVING HABIT IS BOUND TO
SUCCEED.
4% INTEREST COMPOUNDED
SEMI~ANNUAL Y.

The United Banking and
Savings Company
OPPOSITE WEST SIDE MARKET

THE LARGEST BANK ON THE WEST SIDE

PLEASE PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS
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